May 18, 2018

Dear Applicant:

Re: Your request for access to information under Part II of the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy (ATIPP) Act FLR/36/2018

On March 6, 2018, the Department of Fisheries and Land Resources (FLR) received your request for access to the following records:

“All information or records concerning implementation of the "Recovery Strategy for Three Woodland Caribou Herds (Rangifer tarandus caribou; Boreal population) in Labrador" published in July 2004, but only those records dated January 1, 2016 or later. More particularly, with respect to the Red Wine Mountain caribou herd, all information and records concerning: - delineation of critical and recovery habitat; - location data with landscape features; - mapping of critical and recovery habitat; - identification of gaps in protection and priorities based on areas most at risk. Note that a request to Municipal Affairs and Environment has been made for the period from January 1, 2016, to February 23, 2017.”

Clarified on April 13, 2018:

“Please advise of the current status of the Recovery Strategy for Three Woodland Caribou Herds (Rangifer tarandus caribou; Boreal population in Labrador. Please provide a timeline for anticipated completion if possible. Also, please provide copies of any and all meeting notes, briefing material and correspondence relating directly to the implementation of the Recovery Strategy.”

Please be advised a decision has been made by the Deputy Minister of FLR to provide access to the requested information. Redactions have been made under section 40 – Personal Privacy. All responsive records are attached.

Please be advised that you may appeal this decision and ask the Information and Privacy Commissioner to review the decision to provide partial access to the requested information, as set out in section 42 of the Act (a copy of this section of the Act has been enclosed for your reference). A request to the Commissioner must be made in writing within 15 business days of the date of this letter or within a longer period that may be allowed by the Commissioner. Your appeal should identify your concerns with the request and why you are submitting the appeal.

The appeal may be addressed to the Information and Privacy Commissioner as follows:

Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner
2 Canada Drive
P.O. Box 13004, Stn. A
St. John’s, NL A1B 3V8

Telephone: (709) 729-6309
Toll-Free: 1-877-729-6309
Facsimile: (709) 729-6500

You may also appeal directly to the Supreme Court Trial Division within 15 business days after you receive the decision of the public body, pursuant to section 52 of the Act (a copy of this section of the Act has been enclosed for your reference).

Please be advised that this letter and responsive records will be published following a 72 hour period after the response is sent electronically to you or five business days in the case where records are mailed to you. It is the goal to have the responsive records posted to the Office of Public Engagement’s website within one business day following the applicable period of time. Please note that requests for personal information will not be posted online.

If you have any further questions, please contact me by telephone at 709-729-3730 or by email at hollyphilpott@gov.nl.ca

Sincerely,

Holly Philpott
ATIPP Coordinator

Right of access

8. (1) A person who makes a request under section 11 has a right of access to a record in the custody or under the control of a public body, including a record containing personal information about the applicant.

(2) The right of access to a record does not extend to information excepted from disclosure under this Act, but if it is reasonable to sever that information from the record, an applicant has a right of access to the remainder of the record.

(3) The right of access to a record may be subject to the payment, under section 25, of the costs of reproduction, shipping and locating a record.

Access or correction complaint

42. (1) A person who makes a request under this Act for access to a record or for correction of personal information may file a complaint with the commissioner respecting a decision, act or failure to act of the head of the public body that relates to the request.

(2) A complaint under subsection (1) shall be filed in writing not later than 15 business days

(a) after the applicant is notified of the decision of the head of the public body, or the date of the act or failure to act; or
(b) after the date the head of the public body is considered to have refused the request under subsection 16 (2).

(3) A third party informed under section 19 of a decision of the head of a public body to grant access to a record or part of a record in response to a request may file a complaint with the commissioner respecting that decision.

(4) A complaint under subsection (3) shall be filed in writing not later than 15 business days after the third party is informed of the decision of the head of the public body.

(5) The commissioner may allow a longer time period for the filing of a complaint under this section.

(6) A person or third party who has appealed directly to the Trial Division under subsection 52 (1) or 53 (1) shall not file a complaint with the commissioner.

(7) The commissioner shall refuse to investigate a complaint where an appeal has been commenced in the Trial Division.

(8) A complaint shall not be filed under this section with respect to
(a) a request that is disregarded under section 21;
(b) a decision respecting an extension of time under section 23;
(c) a variation of a procedure under section 24; or
(d) an estimate of costs or a decision not to waive a cost under section 26.

(9) The commissioner shall provide a copy of the complaint to the head of the public body concerned.

**Direct appeal to Trial Division by an applicant**

52. (1) Where an applicant has made a request to a public body for access to a record or correction of personal information and has not filed a complaint with the commissioner under section 42, the applicant may appeal the decision, act or failure to act of the head of the public body that relates to the request directly to the Trial Division.

(2) An appeal shall be commenced under subsection (1) not later than 15 business days
(a) after the applicant is notified of the decision of the head of the public body, or the date of the act or failure to act; or
(b) after the date the head of the public body is considered to have refused the request under subsection 16 (2).

(3) Where an applicant has filed a complaint with the commissioner under section 42 and the commissioner has refused to investigate the complaint, the applicant may commence an appeal in the Trial Division of the decision, act or failure to act of the head of the public body that relates to the request for access to a record or correction of personal information.

(4) An appeal shall be commenced under subsection (3) not later than 15 business days after the applicant is notified of the commissioner’s refusal under subsection 45 (2).
Hi Sara and Bob,

I was speaking to Blair earlier this week and given your shared knowledge, experience, the need for some fresh eyes on this document, and the pressure to get this done we thought it might be a good time to bring you both in on tidying up the Boreal Caribou Recovery plan and getting it to a point we can share it with our recovery team.... I know that you both will likely need to chat with me further on the document and what needs to be done. I think you both can tidy it up and update the information and add the habitat piece so we can move it along... when you get the critical habitat protection piece I will provide you with some examples on how we did that for other species. The goals and objectives are very rough and have been provided by the recovery team in a workshop from 2011 I have been trying to put them in some order that made sense for ages. Shelley Garland has some experience with this and may be able to help you frame them in a much more consist and get better linkages between the Actions and Objectives... This whole section will need re-working after the recovery team meets and gets this document but that doesn't mean we shouldn't give them something cleaner than what was drafted back in 2011... The implementation table will come from the revised actions and objectives. We still have a few gaps to fill in the completed actions table. Sara you have seen this document and provided some great input. John you have also had an opportunity to review it. This is the same document we have been trying to update since 2015.

Getting this document completed and ready for the team is really important right now given the press release by CPAWS.

You both working on this will also give me some time to prepare what needs to be ready for the reconvening of the recovery team. We still have a few membership issues to work out and I need to get some new appointment letters drawn-up.

The link below has the draft document, Isabelle’s most recent science update and her habitat analysis document. Getting the shapefiles for mapping might be tricky but we will figure it out.

M:\CRBK\Wildlife\Shared\Share\ESB\Boreal Caribou Recovery Plan

Shelley Moores, M.Sc., B.Sc (Hons)
Senior Manager
Fisheries and Land Resources

Phone 709 637 2018
117 Riverside Drive
Box 2007
Corner Brook, NL
A2H 7S1
From: Schmelzer, Isabelle
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 11:25 AM
To: Barney, Wayne
Cc: Moores, Shelley
Subject: 2009 RT mintues regarding MMC caribou relocation
Attachments: LWCRT 2009 Minutes (Sept 2009)_condense_ammended.doc
Hi Shelly,

In follow up to last week’s meeting I have spoken with Craig and he provide the attached documentation. After reading this piece it appears quite specific in relation to the different management units. Not quite sure if this was the level of detail you were looking for? I was thinking more in line with the interaction with the forest management planning process. What’s your thoughts?

Bryan

From: Coady, Craig G.
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 12:14 PM
To: Oke, Bryan <bryanoke@gov.nl.ca>; Wight, Corey <coreywight@gov.nl.ca>
Cc: Carroll, Colin <ColinCarroll@gov.nl.ca>
Subject: RE: Caribou in Labrador

Bryan,

Was just chatting to Corey. As you know, our D19 plan is co-written and the district is co-managed with the Innu Nation. I’ve attached some descriptions of the Protected Area Network (both the landscape level 19A,B & C) as well as the further refined PAN for 19A that we’ve developed. These core reserves and linkages were established to protect the ecological and cultural character of the district which includes a heavy emphasis on caribou. Specifically, the Red Wine Caribou Core reserve is derived from the collar data supplied by WD.

Where any potential conflicts have been identified (specific blocks within District 19A, 22, 20/21), harvesting/road building restrictions (May –Sept) are in place.

Over 60% of D19A has been set aside within the Total Protected Area Network.

If you need anything else just let me know.

Craig Coady, RPF
District Ecosystem Manager
Forest Service of Newfoundland and Labrador

Department of Fisheries and Land Resources
P.O. Box 429
North West River, NL Canada A0P 1C0
t 709.497.8479
c 709.899.2377
t 709.497.8487
Hi Craig,

I just had a meeting with the Shelly Moores regarding the conservation of boreal caribou in Labrador. The primary focus was an agreement regarding habitat conservation and they wanted some language around forest planning process and protected areas. Wondering if we could have a quick chat to outline your current process, any concerns you may have and hopefully put together a paragraph or two. I am around all day so if you get a chance could you give me a call please. Thanks 637-2296

Bryan
Hi Shelley,

I've pulled together a summary of the Primary Core area definitions for Boreal caribou in Labrador from the larger critical habitat report I wrote last year. It should help with planning/interpretation of these mapped areas. Let me know if you have questions/ if I can help further.

Blair I've copied you as this type of approach may work for NF caribou, too, and get around the problem of ARGOs data for the N Pen and GPS everywhere else.

Isabelle
Phlpott, Holly

From: Moores, Shelley
Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 4:07 PM
To: Adams, Blair
Subject: DM call boreal note.
Attachments: DOC 2018 FPT Provincial Briefing Note ~ Biodiversity Parks and Protected Areas  Feb 9, 2018 Boreal Caribou Update and Next Steps.DOCX; 7 EN Shared Note on Boreal Caribou.docx

This is a long one I’d like you to have a look and provide feed back, I suspect the DM will have questions and you know her better. I’ve attached the shared note.... I will work flow this to Paula to send to Steve as soon as I hear from you...
Good Morning Isabelle,

I think this is going to require some broader discussion for several reasons including some of the concerns you have raised below.

When Blair is in perhaps the three of us can sit down and discuss this further. Thanks for sending Dr. Gunns article I will have a read of it now.

Shelley

---

From: Schmelzer, Isabelle
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 9:32 AM
To: Adams, Blair <BlairAdams@gov.nl.ca>; Moores, Shelley <shelleymoores@gov.nl.ca>
Subject: Labrador Caribou story

I was just made aware of the following story on CBDe news: http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/labrador-caribou-collapse-1.4528328

It lets Tony Chubbs claim, without any contradiction from the department or more importantly, any evidence, that 300 caribou starved to death on George's Island as part of a misguided approach to caribou recovery in Labrador. It also claims that 'no scientific work' has been conducted since 2011.

As someone who has conducted scientific work on those populations for 20 years, led surveys, identified critical habitat, discovered the critical decline in RWM caribou, monitored survival and recruitment, evaluated the effect of climate change on population dynamics, and has made all of this material available in reports (few of which were released by government), this is tough to read. This work rivals and bettered most of that done in other jurisdictions even with much smaller staff and resources, and is something to be proud of, not to be in contempt of. It has been developed with and presented to multi-cultural teams, other departments, and was even included as a keynote address at the latest North American Caribou workshop an event that was attended by over 300 biologists, aboriginal people and scientists.

Rationale for the decision not to list migratory caribou can be provided without undermining the work done by professional staff on behalf of the department.

As for those caribou on George’s Island? Not ONE emaciated caribou was ever found—but there was at least one wolf on that Island (and several documented kills) and numerous folks in Cartwright saw caribou swim back to shore. In fact.
Dr. Gunn cautioned Mr. Chubbs back in 2003 for his (premature) interpretation of what may happen in George’s Island at ta caribou workshop http://septentrio.uit.no/index.php/rangifer/article/view/361 ...

I apologize for the straightforward nature of this mail but it pertains directly to me and the work I’ve done.

Isabelle
Hi Shelley
Isabelle did a big analysis of calving and wintering critical habitat for the boreal caribou subpopulations in Labrador. I can find those kernels. However, more recently, she did an analysis of how to identify Core Areas, which she proposed to be overall critical habitat, which involved a combination of those kernels. These shapefiles I cannot find. I’ve searched my emails and the server and our local server here with no luck. I’m sorry!

Sara McCarthy
Ecosystem Management Ecologist
Wildlife Division
Fisheries and Land Resources
P.O. Box 3014 stn “B”, 15 Cherrywood Drive
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL A0P 1E0
(709) 896 – 7932
Supplementary caribou information has for the most part been trimmed now and has official numbers I believe these are the versions that were included in the binder. I think this covers the info you didn’t have in the binder prior to our briefing. Sorry this slipped off my radar if these aren’t the exact versions that were in her binders they are very close.

Last toc I had
Kate forwarded this Tuesday for our information and comments if we have any. This is for Boreal might provide some idea of what they will be looking at for GRC.

Shelley Moores
Senior Manager
Fisheries and Land Resources
Phone: 709 637 2018

Thanks Shelley!
Here are the summaries I put together of NL laws which provide protection for boreal caribou individuals and critical habitat (each done separately). This or something like this will likely get inserted into a national summary of protection assessments. We are still waiting for comments from HQ but thought I would send it along in case you would like to look it over or add any comments at this point.
All the best,
Kate

Hi Paul and Kate,

I just wanted to let you know we are still working on getting approvals to start consultations... nothing approved yet for this week.

Shelley

Shelley Moores, M.Sc., B.Sc (Hons)
Senior Manager
Fisheries and Land Resources
Phone 709 637 2018
117 Riverside Drive
"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender."
Hi Steve and Katheryne,

We have our boreal caribou Critical Habitat Protection Assessment (CHPA) ready for NCR review attached. If there is anyone else internally that should also review it please feel free to forward it. It has already been reviewed by the province. Please let us know any comments you have by December or as soon as possible so there is time for us to address them. Thank you!

Best wishes,
Kate

Kate Campbell, PhD
Conservation Biologist, Canadian Wildlife Service
Environment and Climate Change Canada / Government of Canada
Email: kate.campbell@canada.ca / Tel: 709 772 3739

Biologiste de la conservation, Service canadien de la faune
Environnement et Changement Climatique Canada / Gouvernement du Canada
Courriel: kate.campbell@canada.ca / Tel: 709 772 3739
Hi Shelley,

I finished revising the CHPA. Here it is attached in tracked changes. I am still waiting on a photo from Isabelle, coming shortly. I made substantial changes to the executive summary adding in context and clarifications. Hopefully this is much better and clearer now. For reading it over, I recommend changing the mode to ‘final’ so it is easier to read through. I will clean it up and send it to HQ tomorrow for them to review. Let me know if you have anything else to add at this point.

Thanks so much for all your insights and assistance with this!

All the best,

Kate

Kate Campbell, PhD
Conservation Biologist, Canadian Wildlife Service
Environment and Climate Change Canada / Government of Canada
Email: kate.campbell@canada.ca / Tel: 709 772 3739

Biologiste de la conservation, Service canadien de la faune
Environnement et Changement Climatique Canada / Gouvernement du Canada
Courriel: kate.campbell@canada.ca / Tel: 709 772 3739
Hello All,
I just feel the need to let you all know that progress since our meeting about a month ago has been very slim on my end. With the number of smaller requests coming in every day, setting aside solid time periods to work on the BCRP draft has been difficult.
That being said, I did get a chance to have a conversation with Isabelle about the anthropogenic footprint. She indicated that Jana had already started to assemble these files at the beginning of 2017. I’m looking forward to chatting with Jana about this when she gets back from [redacted] in about two weeks.
Has there been any progress on getting the complete disturbance dataset and shapefiles from Nalcor?
Attached are my most recent versions- one clean and one showing my changes.

Sara McCarthy
Ecosystem Management Ecologist
Wildlife Division
Environment and Climate Change
P.O. Box 3014 stn “B”, 15 Cherrywood Drive
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL   A0P 1E0
(709) 896 – 7932
Steve,

Attached is the Boreal caribou Summary for CWS. It ended up being more than I expected. I worked quite a bit with Sara (Goose Bay office) on this. She has been updating our provincial recovery plan for boreal and also authored a monitoring plan back in 2015 that I don’t believe was ever approved. This may not fit in exactly with what the feds have requested... I noticed other Jurisdictions did not keep to the page limit or outline. I have added the guidance document they sent us. This summary will go in their 2012 Recovery Strategy implementation report. It is DUE TOMORROW. And as Sue stated in her letter to you there are no extensions.

I believe Blair must be off the grid.... As he should be... so he hasn’t reviewed. I don’t think there is anything in here that hasn’t been stated elsewhere except for what I placed in the concluding paragraph about re-evaluating all recovery programs for caribou in Labrador given the impending GRC/Tomgat listing.

Now we just have to determine who is submitting this... You to Sue since she wrote that letter to you last week (if so I can draft you a letter) or me to one of Blair/my CWS counterparts- I can go regional director or one of the directors in Ottawa.

Please let me know if this is good to go or you would like edits...

Shelley
Hi Kim,

Blair and I did discuss and we are both generally supportive of the meeting. It might be worth putting it off until later in the fall as we are likely to be wrapped up in September in some other issues in Labrador and that will give us more time for planning. We also would like to have a general discussion with our ADM about the team and a meeting. Its been tough to sit everyone down since we met in July, there has been someone on vacation every week since then. We are all back next week. So give us a few days.

Also our ADM forwarded our summary on recovery activities yesterday afternoon, I have attached the message above. I would have liked more time to work on this summary. Although it was only supposed to be 3 pages it was difficult to keep it to that length. There was some additional info we did not included in the summary for length.

We’ll be in touch with respect to a team meeting in the fall.

Shelley

Shelley Moores
Senior Manager
Fisheries and Land Resources
Phone: 709 637 2018

---

From: Mawhinney, Kim (EC) [mailto:kim.mawhinney@canada.ca]
Sent: Thursday, August 31, 2017 11:05 AM
To: Moores, Shelley <shelleymoores@gov.nl.ca>
Cc: Boyne, Andrew (EC) <andrew.boyne@canada.ca>; Mawhinney, Kim (EC) <kim.mawhinney@canada.ca>; MacDonald2, Paul (EC) <paul.macdonald2@canada.ca>; Campbell, Kate (EC) <kate.campbell@canada.ca>
Subject: Meeting with caribou recovery team members in September

Hi Shelley,

I am just following up with you on our discussions from July. Have you had a chance to follow up with Blair to see if we could get some endorsement on bringing together member of the Recovery team in September to host an information session to update them on current issues and anticipated plans, in addition to other updates associated with caribou in Labrador? This is not to be a formal recovery team meeting and as discussed, we, CWS would be happy to co-chair and/or work with you to put together meeting logistics, agenda, etc.

Regards,

Kim
Kim Mawhinney, PhD
Manager, Conservation Planning and Stewardship
Atlantic Region
Environment Canada, Government of Canada
kim.mawhinney@canada.ca / Tel: 709-772-7456

Gestionnaire, Planification de la Conservation et Intendance
Région de l’atlantique
Environnement Canada, Gouvernement du Canada
kim.mawhinney@canada.ca / Tél: 709-772-7456
Sue,

Please find attached a summary of efforts to date regarding caribou recovery. If you have any questions please let me know.

Steve

---


---

Good afternoon,

I am writing to you today regarding the 5-year report on implementation of the recovery strategy for boreal caribou.

As you are likely aware, Environment and Climate Change is currently working to finalize the report. As we indicated in March 2017, this report is due on October 5, 2017 as per the *Species at Risk Act*, five years from the date of the publication of the recovery strategy.
First, I want to you thank you and your officials for providing ECCC with the completed detailed tables outlining the recovery activities and measures implemented in the last five years for all ranges in your jurisdiction. This information has been essential to ECCC in preparing a draft of the report. In addition to these detailed submissions, we more recently asked all jurisdictions for a 2-3 page overview summary of provincial/territorial efforts to be included directly in the report itself, unedited.

While several jurisdictions have taken the opportunity to complete and submit this written summary of jurisdictional efforts, we have still not received a submission from your jurisdiction.

This is just a reminder to kindly provide your final submission, according to format that ECCC provided, no later than August 31, 2017. This will ensure that the efforts of your jurisdiction are appropriately reflected in the report. It goes without saying that it is in the mutual interest of your government and the Government of Canada that your jurisdiction is reflected in the report that will be released nationally. Given our internal demands, we cannot commit to include your narrative should we not receive it on or before August 31.

Please be assured that we plan to share an embargoed version of the report with provinces and territories in advance of the October 2017 publication by the federal government.

In addition, we are planning to brief provincial and territorial officials on the report release at the upcoming face-to-face Federal-Provincial/Territorial Coordinating Committee on Caribou meeting planned for Toronto on September 19, 2017. I encourage your jurisdiction to send representation to this meeting to facilitate interjurisdictional discussion prior to posting and discuss other important issues related to managing the caribou file, including federal plans for conducting socio-economic analysis, key elements for section 11 conservation agreements, provincial and territorial views on the recently released federal Action Plan and provincial/territorial views on the establishment of a new National Caribou Knowledge Consortium.

I intend to participate in this meeting in Toronto and would welcome your participation.

Please accept my best wishes.

Sincerely,

Sue Milburn-Hopwood

Assistant Deputy Minister, Canadian Wildlife Service
Environment and Climate Change Canada / Government of Canada
Sue.Milburn-Hopwood@canada.ca / Tel: 819-938-3908

Sous-ministre adjointe, Service canadien de la faune
Environnement et Changement climatique Canada / Gouvernement du Canada
Sue.Milburn-Hopwood@canada.ca / Tél: 819-938-3908
Attached are four word files associated with recent revisions to the Labrador Boreal Caribou Recovery Plan:

1. The original draft RP that I started working on, with track changes for all the edits I've made thus far:
   Boreal_RP_DRAFT_6July2017

2. A copy of that same RP, with all of my track changes accepted, so that the document is easier to read if you don't want to see all that red edit text - Boreal_RP_DRAFT_6July2017CLEAN

3. The original 61 page document prepared by Isabelle on how she went about identifying the critical and recovery habitat and the results - Revised RS CH Outline Oct252016

4. The 6 page summary of Isabelle's document that I've been working on to insert into the Habitat portion of the Recovery Plan - Habitat_Section_DRAFT_6July2017

My goal in revision has been to include any new information available, make the document shorter, more concise, and to try to simplify how it reads by reducing the amount of data presented and methodologies explained and increase information on how it applies to recovery planning. Neither the draft RP or the Habitat Summary that I've attached have been completely cleaned-up yet, but the Habitat piece is getting close!

Sara McCarthy
Ecosystem Management Ecologist
Wildlife Division
Environment and Climate Change
P.O. Box 3014 stn "B", 15 Cherrywood Drive
Happy Valley - Goose Bay, NL A0P 1E0
(709) 896 - 7932

Sara McCarthy
Ecosystem Management Ecologist
Wildlife Division
Environment and Climate Change
P.O. Box 3014 stn "B", 15 Cherrywood Drive
Happy Valley - Goose Bay, NL A0P 1E0
(709) 896 - 7932
Hi Sara,

I think it would be good to forward what you have done so far to the entire group before heading off on your trip, or just post it on the shared drive in the folder where you found the draft. By the sounds of it you have made significant progress in cleaning it up. It would be good for us all to have a chance to give it the once over recognizing there still is quite a bit more to do with the CH piece. Before passing it on to you folks it was quite apparent it was written by committee with no one person able to dedicate significant time. The focus you have given the document has been great! We should probably have a broader discussion around the goals and objectives... I struggled with what the recovery team proposed and how to frame them. I know Emily did as well.

Thanks so much,
Shelley

**Shelley Moors**
Senior Manager
Fisheries and Land Resources
Phone: 709 637 2018

---

**From:** McCarthy, Sara  
**Sent:** Thursday, July 6, 2017 9:49 AM  
**To:** Pisapio, John <JohnPisapio@gov.nl.ca>  
**Cc:** Moores, Shelley <shelleymoores@gov.nl.ca>; Adams, Blair <blairAdams@gov.nl.ca>  
**Subject:** RE: Boreal Caribou Recovery Plan

John,

As per my direction from Shelley, and supported by Blair, and copied to you, I have been working on revising the text of the recovery plan. I have been addressing missing references, removing unnecessary information, summarizing methodologies, updating graphs, tables, and maps, highlighting missing information, and most recently, preparing a critical habitat piece.

At our Goose Bay team meeting, you were in fact very clear that you would like us to provide a joint review to Shelley from our office, rather than me send my comments and revisions directly to her. This is why I have not sent any of my revisions to Shelley yet. As you directed.

I do not remember you asking me to specifically work only on the critical habitat section during that meeting. Updating the demographics, maps, population trends, etc. sections are something that I have been responsible for in other documents, and it is confusing that you don’t want me to do that in this case.

You say in your email below that you explained specifically that you would “address the requirement for revising the context of the proposed management / recovery actions, clarify the status of the RT and the RP (as recommendations to government), update the threats section, and incorporate the concept of future recovery thresholds ostensibly in support of possible (future) sustainable aboriginal hunting (for the consideration of the RT)”. These are not items that I have addressed in my revisions, the draft that I am working on is also in no way a finalization of the text, the work I have done to date is solely a clean-up. I also did not indicate that a clean-up was the only thing needed, or that the items you mentioned are not also necessary. As far as I understand, my revisions of the document do not hamper or prevent you from providing revisions.

I will send you my work to date at the end of the day today, as I am leaving town for the wilderness this afternoon until next Friday. I will not have completed the critical habitat section or my “clean-up” work yet though. When I return I will be happy to continue making progress on this document in collaboration with you and Bob.
From: Pisapio, John
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 7:25 PM
To: McCarthy, Sara
Subject: RE: Issue analysis on Mealy Mountains Caribou

Sara,

My direction to you and Bob at our last team meeting before I left for vacation was for the two of you to continue to work on finalizing the critical habitat piece...and to hold off on other revisions pending my review and revision of the main text of the draft. I explained specifically that I would address the requirement for revising the context of the proposed management / recovery actions, clarify the status of the RT and the RP (as recommendations to government), update the threats section, and incorporate the concept of future recovery thresholds ostensibly in support of possible (future) sustainable aboriginal hunting (for the consideration of the RT). These are fundamental deficiencies with the current draft that need to be addressed first, before any finalizing of the text. This is not simply a “clean up” situation.

I was also clear in expressing my preference that the Goose Bay office would provide Shelly with one consolidated set of comments, not 3 separate sets. I know Shelly indicated that 3 separate submissions was ok with her, but this is generally not an effective or efficient manner of internal government process, nor science transfer, and not one that I want GB office to participate in with any regularity.

Please forward to me the revisions you have prepared to date and I will review these along with the draft sent by Shelly. I'm sure your consolidations will be good, but will need to place within broader context of clarified document purpose and workability of proposed recovery actions. Once I’ve completed my revisions, I will then provide to you for additional review before we send the draft along to Shelly. Given that you are away next week, it would be appreciated if you could have your revisions submitted to me by Friday of this week...or by Sunday. We have until the end of July to complete our review and send to Shelly.

John

From: McCarthy, Sara
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 10:04 AM
To: Pisapio, John
Subject: RE: Issue analysis on Mealy Mountains Caribou

I am working on all the portions of the RP- details in attached email, as discussed in the previous emails from Shelley to myself and you and Bob.
From: Pisapio, John  
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 9:53 AM  
To: McCarthy, Sara  
Subject: RE: Issue analysis on Mealy Mountains Caribou

OK...no rush on the LJ results...just wanted to know.

So you are still working on the critical habitat portions of the RP? This issue is now being pursued in several different streams (MM NP, ECC working group, CWS, WD / RP (Draft)...and eventually also the RT)....and this is not an ideal situation. Please plan to discuss with me the focus of the revision / updates you are working on. Seeing you are away next week, and that we have a deadline of the end of July to have the GB office comments / revisions sent to Shelly, .....lets have this discussion before the end of this week.

John

From: McCarthy, Sara  
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 8:14 AM  
To: Pisapio, John  
Subject: RE: Issue analysis on Mealy Mountains Caribou

I have not been able to do the survey estimate yet. Spending any available time on the Boreal Recovery Plan. LJ Survey is next on the list

Sara McCarthy  
Ecosystem Management Ecologist  
Wildlife Division  
Environment and Climate Change  
P.O. Box 3014 stn “B”, 15 Cherrywood Drive  
Happy Valley - Goose Bay, NL A0P 1E0  
(709) 896 - 7932

From: Pisapio, John  
Sent: Tuesday, July 04, 2017 5:58 PM  
To: McCarthy, Sara  
Subject: FW: Issue analysis on Mealy Mountains Caribou

Sara,

In preparation for upcoming discussions with Parks Can, I may request input from you on MM monitoring; past and future study design.

Please note that this is a Parks Can document and that Shelly, Blair and I will be discussing a wide range of issues with PC...and we may have some concerns with some issues and interpretations that will need to be addressed (with regard to caribou and other species). Please feel free to discuss with me any concerns or incongruities that you may have / see with the document. Reconciling existing provincial harvest prohibitions against (interpretation of) harvesting rights in the Park is going to be a challenge.

BTW...have you completed the LJ survey / estimate?
Hi John and Shelley - attached is an issue analysis I prepared in consultation with other knowledgeable folks at Parks Canada and externally, and which Andrew Boyne suggested that I share with you. John, as you know you and I have discussed this issue on a number of occasions and I may have already shared this with you, but sending it again now in case I hadn't. Happy to discuss - as you'll see this draft is from January and this is a constantly evolving topic so the picture will change as we move forward with park establishment and begin discussions with the Cooperative Management Board etc.. Certainly we'll be working closely with the province on the monitoring and management of this caribou herd so I expect we'll be talking about it for many years yet.

Regards,
Darroch
John,

As per my direction from Shelley, and supported by Blair, and copied to you, I have been working on revising the text of the recovery plan. I have been addressing missing references, removing unnecessary information, summarizing methodologies, updating graphs, tables, and maps, highlighting missing information, and most recently, preparing a critical habitat piece.

At our Goose Bay team meeting, you were in fact very clear that you would like us to provide a joint review to Shelley from our office, rather than me send my comments and revisions directly to her. This is why I have not sent any of my revisions to Shelley yet. As you directed.

I do not remember you asking me to specifically work only on the critical habitat section during that meeting. Updating the demographics, maps, population trends, etc. sections are something that I have been responsible for in other documents, and it is confusing that you don’t want me to do that in this case.

You say in your email below that you explained specifically that you would “address the requirement for revising the context of the proposed management / recovery actions, clarify the status of the RT and the RP (as recommendations to government), update the threats section, and incorporate the concept of future recovery thresholds ostensibly in support of possible (future) sustainable aboriginal hunting (for the consideration of the RT)”. These are not items that I have addressed in my revisions, the draft that I am working on is also in no way a finalization of the text, the work I have done to date is solely a clean-up. I also did not indicate that a clean-up was the only thing needed, or that the items you mentioned are not also necessary. As far as I understand, my revisions of the document do not hamper or prevent you from providing revisions.

I will send you my work to date at the end of the day today, as I am leaving town for the wilderness this afternoon until next Friday. I will not have completed the critical habitat section or my “clean-up” work yet though. When I return I will be happy to continue making progress on this document in collaboration with you and Bob.
Sara,

My direction to you and Bob at our last team meeting before I left for vacation was for the two of you to continue to work on finalizing the critical habitat piece....and to hold off on other revisions pending my review and revision of the main text of the draft. I explained specifically that I would address the requirement for revising the context of the proposed management / recovery actions, clarify the status of the RT and the RP (as recommendations to government), update the threats section, and incorporate the concept of future recovery thresholds ostensibly in support of possible (future) sustainable aboriginal hunting (for the consideration of the RT). These are fundamental deficiencies with the current draft that need to be addressed first, before any finalizing of the text. This is not simply a “clean up” situation.

I was also clear in expressing my preference that the Goose Bay office would provide Shelly with one consolidated set of comments, not 3 separate sets. I know Shelly indicated that 3 separate submissions was ok with her, but this is generally not an effective or efficient manner of internal government process, nor science transfer, and not one that I want GB office to participate in with any regularity.

Please forward to me the revisions you have prepared to date and I will review these along with the draft sent by Shelly. I’m sure your consolidations will be good, but will need to place within broader context of clarified document purpose and workability of proposed recovery actions. Once I’ve completed my revisions, I will then provide to you for additional review before we send the draft along to Shelly. Given that you are away next week, it would be appreciated if you could have your revisions submitted to me by Friday of this week...or by Sunday. We have until the end of July to complete our review and send to Shelly.

John

From: McCarthy, Sara  
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 10:04 AM  
To: Pisapio, John  
Subject: RE: Issue analysis on Mealy Mountains Caribou

I am working on all the portions of the RP- details in attached email, as discussed in the previous emails from Shelley to myself and you and Bob.

Sara McCarthy  
Ecosystem Management Ecologist  
Wildlife Division  
Environment and Climate Change  
P.O. Box 3014 stn “B”, 15 Cherrywood Drive  
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL  
A0P 1E0  
(709) 896 – 7932

From: Pisapio, John  
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 9:53 AM  
To: McCarthy, Sara  
Subject: RE: Issue analysis on Mealy Mountains Caribou

OK...no rush on the LJ results...just wanted to know.

So you are still working on the critical habitat portions of the RP? This issue is now being pursued in several different streams (MM NP, ECC working group, CWS, WD / RP (Draft)...and eventually also the RT)....and this is not an ideal situation. Please plan to discuss with me the focus of the revision / updates you are working on. Seeing you are away
next week, and that we have a deadline of the end of July to have the GB office comments / revisions sent to Shelly. .....lets have this discussion before the end of this week.

John

From: McCarthy, Sara  
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2017 8:14 AM  
To: Pisapio, John  
Subject: RE: Issue analysis on Mealy Mountains Caribou

I have not been able to do the survey estimate yet. Spending any available time on the Boreal Recovery Plan. LJ Survey is next on the list

Sara McCarthy  
Ecosystem Management Ecologist  
Wildlife Division  
Environment and Climate Change  
P.O. Box 3014 stn “B”, 15 Cherrywood Drive  
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL A0P 1E0  
(709) 896 - 7932

From: Pisapio, John  
Sent: Tuesday, July 04, 2017 5:58 PM  
To: McCarthy, Sara  
Subject: FW: Issue analysis on Mealy Mountains Caribou

Sara,

In preparation for upcoming discussions with Parks Can, I may request input from you on MM monitoring; past and future study design.

Please note that this is a Parks Can document and that Shelly, Blair and I will be discussing a wide range of issues with PC...and we may have some concerns with some issues and interpretations that will need to be addressed (with regard to caribou and other species). Please feel free to discuss with me any issues, concerns or incongruities that you may have / see with the document. Reconciling existing provincial harvest prohibitions against (interpretation of) harvesting rights in the Park is going to be a challenge.

BTW...have you completed the LJ survey / estimate?

John

From: darroch.whitaker@pc.gc.ca [mailto:darroch.whitaker@pc.gc.ca]  
Sent: Thursday, June 29, 2017 7:59 AM  
To: Moores, Shelley; Pisapio, John  
Cc: Boyne, Andrew (EC)  
Subject: Issue analysis on Mealy Mountains Caribou

Hi John and Shelley - attached is an issue analysis I prepared in consultation with other knowledgeable folks at Parks Canada and externally, and which Andrew Boyne suggested that I share with you. John, as you know you and I have discussed this issue on a number of occasions and I may have already shared this with you, but sending it again now in case I hadn't. Happy to discuss - as you'll see this draft is from January and this is a constantly evolving topic so the
picture will change as we move forward with park establishment and begin discussions with the Cooperative Management Board etc. Certainly we'll be working closely with the province on the monitoring and management of this caribou herd so I expect we'll be talking about it for many years yet.

Regards,
Darroch

---

Darroch Whitaker

Ecosystem Scientist | Scientifique des écosystèmes
Western Newfoundland & Labrador Field Unit | L'unité de gestion de l'Ouest de Terre-Neuve et du Labrador
Parks Canada | Parcs Canada
Government of Canada | Gouvernement du Canada
P.O. Box 130, Rocky Harbour, NL A0K 4N0
darroch.whitaker@pc.gc.ca / Tel: 709-458-3464 / Fax: 709-458-2059

Adjunct Professor, Environmental Science, Grenfell Campus - Memorial University of Newfoundland

2017 - Your Free Pass to Discovery | 2017 - Votre entrée libre vers la découverte
Philpott, Holly

From: McCarthy, Sara
Sent: Tuesday, July 25, 2017 1:36 PM
To: Moores, Shelley
Subject: RE: I need to get this done ASAP

It's in my draft habitat piece.

Table 2: Total disturbance from fire and anthropogenic sources for 5 Boreal caribou subpopulation ranges in Labrador. Data is current to January 1, 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Pop</th>
<th>Best Fit MCP (km²)</th>
<th>Fire (km²)</th>
<th>Anthropogenic (km²)</th>
<th>Disturbed (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LJ</td>
<td>60468</td>
<td>4146</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL</td>
<td>10367</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW</td>
<td>20275</td>
<td>1287</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JR</td>
<td>14892</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>44120</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>1245</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: A summary of caribou core areas for 5 Boreal caribou subpopulations in Labrador relative to range size. Note that limited overlap occurs for some Secondary Core areas as a function of overlapping population ranges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Pop</th>
<th>Best Fit MCP (km²)</th>
<th>Proportion PCA (%)</th>
<th>Proportion SCA (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LJ</td>
<td>60468</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL</td>
<td>10367</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RW</td>
<td>20275</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JR</td>
<td>14892</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>44120</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Region excludes areas within the Quebec portion of the range.

Sara McCarthy
Ecosystem Management Ecologist
Wildlife Division
Environment and Climate Change
P.O. Box 3014 stn “B”, 15 Cherrywood Drive
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL A0P 1E0
(709) 896 – 7932

From: Moores, Shelley
Sent: Tuesday, July 25, 2017 12:10 PM
To: McCarthy, Sara
Subject: RE: I need to get this done ASAP

I hate to pester but I can’t find that table is it finalized?
Hmm. I guess that is not really clear. What I mean is that there was a table made that says that LJ’s range is X km2, and that X% of it was identified as CH and X% of it was identified as RH.

Sara McCarthy
Ecosystem Management Ecologist
Wildlife Division
Environment and Climate Change
P.O. Box 3014 stn “B”, 15 Cherrywood Drive
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL A0P 1E0
(709) 896 – 7932

In case we are asked what is meant by the one highlighted in green?

Summary of Completed Actions in the Identification, Assessment and Protection of Critical/Recovery Habitat

- A standardized approach for the delineation of critical and recovery habitat was established and executed. This approach related collared caribou location data to measured landscape features, including fires and anthropogenic disturbances. It accounted for the findings of seasonal habitat preference analyses, by insuring preferred habitats were included within critical habitat delineation for the sensitive winter and calving seasons.
- The proportion of each herd’s range that was considered disturbed by fire or anthropogenic sources was established.
- The province supported the establishment of the Mealy Mountains National Park.
The recovery team has identified areas in the RWM and LJ ranges that would support caribou recovery if protected.

Summary of Actions not yet completed

- Delineation of critical and recovery habitat will require annual updates to incorporate new caribou location data and changes in landscape composition and configuration.
- A caribou specific ELC has not yet been created for the Mealy Mountain region, which would allow the evaluation of seasonal habitat preferences. Therefore, delineation of critical and recovery habitat for this herd is not as robust as for other herds.
- Identification of gaps in protected areas and development of priority areas based on risk level.
- Support the creation of the Provincial Waterway Park at Eagle River, the Lac Joseph-Atikonak Lake Provincial Ecological Reserve and protected areas within the RWM caribou range.
- Development of guidelines and recommendations for mitigation of resource-based activities in Boreal Caribou ranges.
- Identification of movement corridors between subpopulations.

Sara McCarthy
Ecosystem Management Ecologist
Wildlife Division
Environment and Climate Change
P.O. Box 3014 stn “B”, 15 Cherrywood Drive
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL A0P 1E0
(?09) 896 – 7932

From: Moores, Shelley
Sent: Monday, July 24, 2017 3:10 PM
To: McCarthy, Sara
Subject: ? I need to get this done ASAP

Sara,

I have to summarize completed recovery actions for the federal strategy... this is in the provincial plan as completed actions... I don’t like them... what do you think.... How would you rework this... I know your busy but I am thinking about shorter... to the point. Blair committed me to doing this before I go on holidays... hence... I am sticking around for another day.... No big deal. But I gotta have this done before end of day tomorrow.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refine critical and recovery habitat.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compile available environmental and land use information at landscape scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review available information and assess suitability for caribou habitat assessments, highlight information gaps, and develop strategy to assemble necessary baseline information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delineate ecological communities relevant to caribou and map these throughout caribou ranges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map natural (fire) and anthropogenic disturbance throughout caribou ranges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combine environmental and land use information with caribou location data to determine habitat selection at several spatial scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine seasonal habitat preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine lichen biomass of winter ranges and compare these to caribou requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determine abundance and location of preferred habitats and recommend areas for consideration as critical habitat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed 2008/09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed 2008/09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed for RWM and LJ 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed 2011 Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_Shelley Moore_ M.Sc., B.Sc (Hons)
Senior Manager
Fisheries and Land Resources

Phone 709 637 2018
117 Riverside Drive
Box 2007
Corner Brook, NL
A2H 7S1
This is what I got from Isabelle on the last recovery team meeting. Not sure if anything here will help you.

Shelley Moores
Senior Manager
Fisheries and Land Resources
Phone: 709 637 2018

From: Schmelzer, Isabelle
Sent: Thursday, September 8, 2011 11:49 AM
To: Schmelzer, Isabelle <isabelleschmelzer@gov.nl.ca>; 'Otto, Robert D.' <rotto@swgc.mun.ca>; 'Peter.Deering@pc.gc.ca' <Peter.Deering@pc.gc.ca>; O'Brien, Gary <garyobrien@gov.nl.ca>; 'Jim Goudie' <jim_goudie@nunatsiavut.com>; 'Wayne A. Russell' <wrussell@labradormetis.ca>; Graham, Jeri <jerigraham@gov.nl.ca>; Sharpe, Jonathan <jonathansharpe@gov.nl.ca>; 'Hearn, Brian' <BHearn@NRCan.gc.ca>; Barney, Wayne <waynebarney@gov.nl.ca>; 'Tony Chubbs' <techubbs@cablelab.net>; Crowley, Shannon <ShannonCrowley@gov.nl.ca>; Adams, Blair <BlairAdams@gov.nl.ca>; 'nuna, richard' <rnuna@innu.ca>; nunanuna@nf.sympatico.ca; nunanuna@nf.sympatico.ca
Cc: mcn@nl.rogers.com; nuna@nl.rogers.com; mcn@nlh.nl.ca; mcn@nlh.nl.ca; 'Paul.H.MacDonald@ec.gc.ca' <Paul.H.MacDonald@ec.gc.ca>; 'Jennifer Mitchell' <jennifer.mitchell@torngatsecretariat.ca>; 'Lindsay Notzl' <Lindsay.Notzl@natureconservancy.ca>; McCarthy, Sara <SaraMcCarthy@gov.nl.ca>
Subject: Report from June 2011 Woodland Caribou Recovery Team Meeting.

Good Day,

Please find attached a summary of our last meeting. Note that while they may be considered meeting minutes, they include details in a report format to ensure the breadth of the information discussed and presented is captured, as these materials will be incorporated into the revised recovery strategy. For those who did not attend, our meeting was structured as a workshop with the goal of gaining an understanding of what the future landscape for caribou in Labrador might look like, and to undertake discussions regarding threat assessments and landscape-level planning for caribou and their habitat. The second document is an appendix which compiles group discussion on each of three main resource sectors. Our next task is to work with Emily to help her integrate these materials (and others you feel may have been missed or need to be elaborated on) into the revised recovery strategy.

Regards,

Isabelle

Isabelle Schmelzer PhD
Senior Biologist - Terrestrial Ecologist
Research Section / Wildlife Division
Department of Environment and Conservation
Corner Brook, Newfoundland

709-637-2051 telephone
709-637-2036 fax
Thanks So much Sara! Have a good weekend!

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

TGIF!
I have spent the past two days working on the recovery document. As Shelley suggested in the original email, there is some cleaning up to do. So far I’ve gotten through the first 14 pages, and have reduced it to 8 pages of concise text, and added all the missing references. I will continue this as my main priority, including the CH piece, and will update you on my progress as I go along.

I’m maintaining two copies of the document
1. The original with track changes and my comments as I go
2. A clean version of what I am proposing as the revised draft

Sara McCarthy
Ecosystem Management Ecologist
Wildlife Division
Environment and Climate Change
P.O. Box 3014 stn “B”, 15 Cherrywood Drive
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL  A0P 1E0
(709) 896 – 7932
From: Pisapio, John  
Sent: Thursday, May 11, 2017 3:17 PM  
To: McCarthy, Sara; Rogers, Bob  
Subject: FW: Boreal recovery plan

I have a number of comments and concerns on the draft RP, including technical, regulatory operationalization (i.e. workability) and procedural (in relation to the reconvening of the Recovery Team and goals and objectives). We can discuss in further detail next week. Once each of us have read the documents we will sit down and discuss our respective review contributions. I am tentatively going to schedule this discussion for next Thursday, May 18, 1 pm.

John

From: Moores, Shelley  
Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 1:19 PM  
To: McCarthy, Sara; 'bob.rogers@gov.nl.ca'  
Cc: Pisapio, John; Adams, Blair  
Subject: RE: Boreal recovery plan

I meant to add... Sara please pass this along but Sara being on the ball just sent me his email. Hi Bob welcome aboard. Please keep an updated version of your work in the folder so others can update.... I will spend a bit of time going through it again this weekend and getting the inside covers and depts. Updated trying to clean up a few old comments and edits....

Talk to you all soon I'm sure!

Shelley

**Shelley Moores**  
Senior Manager  
Fisheries and Land Resources  
Phone: 709 637 2018

From: Moores, Shelley  
Sent: Friday, April 28, 2017 1:42 PM  
To: McCarthy, Sara <SaraMcCarthy@gov.nl.ca>  
Cc: Pisapio, John <JohnPisapio@gov.nl.ca>; Adams, Blair <BlairAdams@gov.nl.ca>  
Subject: Boreal recovery plan

Hi Sara and Bob,

I was speaking to Blair earlier this week and given your shared knowledge, experience, the need for some fresh eyes on this document, and the pressure to get this done we thought it might be a good time to bring you both in on tiding up the Boreal Caribou Recovery plan and getting it to a point we can share it with our recovery team..... I know that you both will likely need to chat with me further on the document and what needs to be done. I think you both can tidy it up and update the information and add the habitat piece so we can move it along... when you get the critical habitat
protection piece I will provide you with some examples on how we did that for other species. The goals and objectives are very rough and have been provided by the recovery team in a workshop from 2011. I have been trying to put them in some order that made sense for ages. Shelley Garland has some experience with this and may be able to help you frame them in a much more consist and get better linkages between the Actions and Objectives... This whole section will need re-working after the recovery team meets and gets this document but that doesn’t mean we shouldn’t give them something cleaner than what was drafted back in 2011... The implementation table will come from the revised actions and objectives. We still have a few gaps to fill in the completed actions table. Sara you have seen this document and provided some great input. John you have also had an opportunity to review it. This is the same document we have been trying to update since 2015.

Getting this document completed and ready for the team is really important right now given the press release by CPAWS.

You both working on this will also give me some time to prepare what needs to be ready for the reconvening of the recovery team. We still have a few membership issues to work out and I need to get some new appointment letters drawn-up.

The link below has the draft document, Isabelle’s most recent science update and her habitat analysis document. Getting the shapefiles for mapping might be tricky but we will figure it out.

M:\CRBK\Wildlife\Shared\Share\ESB\Boreal Caribou Recovery Plan

Shelley Moors, M.Sc., B.Sc (Hons)
Senior Manager
Fisheries and Land Resources

Phone 709 637 2018
117 Riverside Drive
Box 2007
Corner Brook, NL
A2H 7S1
Yes...I read this. And I too have spoken to Blair about you and Bob assisting on this...which I encouraged, but we shall proceed as per my direction....meeting next week, and then provide comments afterwards to Shelly. There are some significant weaknesses and omissions with the draft that we will discuss next week, and work towards addressing,

John

Sara McCarthy
Ecosystem Management Ecologist
Wildlife Division
Environment and Climate Change
P.O. Box 3014 stn “B”, 15 Cherrywood Drive
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL A0P 1E0
(709) 896 – 7932

Hi Sara and Bob,

I was speaking to Blair earlier this week and given your shared knowledge, experience, the need for some fresh eyes on this document, and the pressure to get this done we thought it might be a good time to bring you both in on tiding up the Boreal Caribou Recovery plan and getting it to a point we can share it with our recovery team..... I know that you both will likely need to chat with me further on the document and what needs to be done. I think you both can tidy it up and update the information and add the habitat piece so we can move it along... when you get the critical habitat protection piece I will provide you with some examples on how we did that for other species. The goals and objectives are very rough and have been provided by the recovery team in a workshop from 2011 I have been trying to put them in some order that made sense for ages. Shelley Garland has some experience with this and may be able to help you frame them in a much more consist and get better linkages between the Actions and Objectives... This whole section will need re-working after the recovery team meets and gets this document but that doesn't mean we shouldn't give them something cleaner than what was drafted back in 2011... The implementation table will come from the revised actions and objectives. We still have a few gaps to fill in the completed actions table. Sara you have seen this document and provided some great input. John you have also had an opportunity to review it. This is the same document we have been trying to update since 2015.
Getting this document completed and ready for the team is really important right now given the press release by CPAWS.

You both working on this will also give me some time to prepare what needs to be ready for the reconvening of the recovery team. We still have a few membership issues to work out and I need to get some new appointment letters drawn-up.

The link below has the draft document, Isabelle’s most recent science update and her habitat analysis document. Getting the shapefiles for mapping might be tricky but we will figure it out.

M:\CRBK\Wildlife\Shared\Share\ESB\Boreal Caribou Recovery Plan

Shelley Moores, M.Sc., B.Sc (Hons)
Senior Manager
Fisheries and Land Resources

Phone 709 637 2018
117 Riverside Drive
Box 2007
Corner Brook, NL
A2H 7S1
OK...we can wait until the CH section has been added, but GB office will still require a substantive review / comment opportunity on the current DRAFT prior to the reconvening of the Recovery Team. The Recovery Team will then also require an opportunity for input before the plan is finalized / revised.

John

Moores, Shelley

It’s not completely revised since you last had opportunity to review and provide comments. The CH section still has to be added when I get capacity to get it done. We have been trying to get the polar bear draft done and limestone barrens ecosystem plan done as well. Caribou is next after those two are done. When the additions are made it will be forwarded.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

John

Pisapijo, John

Hi Shelly,

Just a reminder, we are still waiting to receive and re the RP.

John

Pisapijo, John

Understood and agreed...required direction on budgets and departmental priorities in the coming weeks....but I would still like the GB office to receive the most current draft now so we can be up to speed on technical matters once we’re in a position to move forward with reconvening the RT.

John
Hi John,

Thanks for reaching out... the update to the plan has been ongoing for 2 years and continues to be delayed due to a lack of capacity. I think given all the changes over the last few weeks it is a bit premature to plan anything until we know priorities, reporting lines and budgets... Isabelle completed a very comprehensive and detailed habitat analysis last summer. She did an amazing job. It was a fabulous piece of work and we need to incorporate it into the plan. Up until now there has been no capacity to do it. Once we receive direction on priorities and budgets we can chat further.

Shelley
Shelley Moores
Senior Manager
Fisheries and Land Resources
Phone: 709 637 2018

Hi Shelly,

As we briefly discussed last week, to my knowledge Goose Bay office has not yet had any opportunity to provide input to the (currently being revised) Boreal Caribou Recovery Plan. I was not aware that the plan was being (recently) updated in advance of the reconvening of the recovery team, of which I am the chair. It would be appreciated if you could please forward the current draft to Sara and I so we can review and provide input. Once we’ve had the opportunity to do so, I’ll be touch with you regarding planning for RT reconvening meeting.

Thanks.

John
They're gonna help out!

From: Sandra.Heppell@mffp.gouv.qc.ca [mailto:Sandra.Heppell@mffp.gouv.qc.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2017 1:13 PM
To: Schmelzer, Isabelle
Cc: Antoine.St-Louis@mffp.gouv.qc.ca
Subject: RE: Lac Joseph Caribou Survey

Dear Isabelle,

Sorry for the delay to answer you.

Your work on caribou is interesting, in particular your way to establish the core areas. Of course, I’m interested to work with you and consider these areas in my analyses to ensure it remains safe for caribou. If you have any shape files of these core areas, can you share it with us? It will be more easy for us to integrate this information in our analyses.

I’m also happy to learn that you schedule a survey this winter for lac Joseph herd. Of course, it makes sense that you cover all the population range including what is on the Quebec side.

For your fuel caches, it could be possible for you to use the cache fuel of Hydro-Québec at Poste Montagnais (see picture below), it is a supply place where you can find fuel, food and lodging. It’s inside your survey area. My opinion is that is your better choice on the Quebec side. But we have to check before with Hydro-Québec if they agree you use their fuel. Otherwise, there is also a landing strip and a railway, so it could be possible for you to bring easily some fuel drums at this place by twin otter or by train from Sept-Îles (the company FBO sell Jet A1 at Sept-Îles http://avjet.ca/en/affiliated-fbos-and-service-stations/ and can deliver to Poste Montagnais. Some helicopters company have already some caches in the woods also). Finally, maybe there is also some possibility at Camp Mista near Romaine river but it’s more far away from your survey area. It could be possible to bring you some fuel drums at this place if decided to use this place and HQ don’t want to sell his fuel.

Here is the contact person to check for the use of fuel or lodging with Hydro-Québec installation. I already let a vocal message at mister Alain Turcotte to get some basic information but he didn’t return my message at this time. I’ll keep you inform.

- Poste Montagnais : Alain Turcotte (418) 964-3605 # 5363
- Camp Mista : Lyne Boudreault (418) 538-7720 # 5400

Can you tell me your preference between Mista or Poste Montagnais or both? The quality of fuel you need on the Quebec side? The dates of your survey and do you need lodging?

If you need any other information or help, don’t hesitate. If needed, we are also interested in any kind of participation in the survey.
Ariane is actually in maternity leave. So Antoine St-Louis is now in charge of the woodland caribou at the provincial level. Is in cc of this message. He’ll be interested to have news form you to.

I wish you health and success for 2017.
Dear Sandra and Arianne,

Over the past few months I have been working on identifying core areas for all the Boreal caribou populations in Labrador. I wanted to stay away from exclusive use of kernels so instead mapped all annual ranges for individual caribou and performed a spatial analysis which counted overlapping ranges. Areas which were used more often over time and by different animals are considered to be of higher value to caribou (there’s little description pasted at the end of this mail). As you know the Lac Joseph population extends into Quebec and this analysis identifies some vital areas in Quebec adjacent to Labrador. I bring these to your attention so that we can work together to ensure they remain vital for caribou and you can consider them in your planning.

The second reason I am writing to you today is that we have scheduled a survey for the LJ population this coming March. I’ve attached an image which shows the preliminary areas we would like to run transects. I’ve overlain locations of groups observed in past surveys and classifications, and the kernels depicting late winter use in the range based on collared animals. Since this population extends into Quebec, it makes sense to survey over the border to generate a complete population estimate. In particular, we’ll need to survey the part of QC that juts up into Labrador, in a high density area. We would like to add a second area, in the far SW, in which we know winter use occurs (currently no transect lines drawn there). For us, placement of remote fuel caches into this region is a big issue and expense, as we can only fly 5 drums at a time, and it needs to come out of Goose Bay. These caches would need to be placed very near the QC border, and in some cases even in QC, ideally. I suspect that there are roads associated with the La Romaine project and perhaps others in QC that approach the Labrador border—I’m wondering if it would be possible to get some assistance with caching fuel in that region, perhaps by truck? Again I’m not sure if this is possible...but it would be of great assistance, and of course you’d be able to have access to our survey results and sightings of caribou in the area.

I hope you are well, and I wish you both all the best in the New Year.

Isabelle

Description:
Identification of Core Areas
The next two phases outlined in the CH Identification framework include establishing criteria for attributes that constitute critical habitat, and applying these to the available information. In Labrador, since ranges are still largely intact, the emphasis was on identifying areas with a high probability of occupancy and demonstrated repeated use over time, termed ‘core’ areas. Describing space use within a population range based on the number of repeatedly visited areas or those of common use among individuals and over time can be a useful way to determine intensively used regions within the population range (Kie et al 2010). Caribou are particularly suited to such an analysis because they are
not territorial and because they show fidelity to their annual ranges over time (Rasuillis et al 2011). Identifying core areas within population ranges may be particularly relevant as population ranges extend over vast areas (140 000 km2) and caribou activity is not uniform throughout them. Areas that are included more often in the ranges of different caribou over time overlap more frequently and are therefore more intensively used. Core areas were defined on the basis of two different use intensities: Primary and Secondary. Primary Core areas (PC) have a high likelihood of occupancy based on use by multiple individuals, and/or on multiple occasions over time, and are critical to the long-term viability of Boreal caribou in a given population range. Secondary Core (SC) areas are used less intensively than PC areas, but they still have a higher probability of occupancy than other portions of the range. Secondary Core areas are often adjacent to PC areas, and provide connectivity between PC areas within ranges, and also connectivity between adjacent local populations. While Secondary Core areas have a lower probability of occupancy than Primary Core areas, they remain priorities areas for management within caribou ranges. Primary and Secondary Core areas may be considered analogous to the NL ESA definitions corresponding to ‘Critical’ and ‘Recovery’ habitat, respectively. However, given their utility as a tool for planning and management, their application will extend beyond simple identification under federal and Provincial Endangered Species legislation. Jointly-used areas were identified by conducting a spatial analysis of annual home ranges which overlapped or occurred within 1 km of each other. Annual home ranges, defined as the 95% probability contour (a commonly recognized definition of an animal’s home range) were estimated for each individual telemetered female caribou in all 5 Boreal caribou populations. Direct counts of the number of overlapping animal-year ranges was completed for each population range. The threshold for Primary Core habitat was set at the value corresponding to the 10th percentile of overlapping annual range for each population. A second step assessed whether calving areas were represented within the mapped Primary Core areas; if less than 65% of the calving/post-calving locations occurred inside the PC area, the critical threshold defining the number of required overlapping ranges was relaxed until calving areas were represented within the Primary Core.

Isabelle Schmelzer PhD
Senior Biologist - Terrestrial Ecologist
Research Section / Wildlife Division
Department of Environment and Climate Change
Corner Brook, Newfoundland

709-637-2051 telephone
709-637-2036 fax

"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender."
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Please find attached my response to John’s questions. Since some of the questions actually included several aspects, I broke these up in my response.

IS

From: McCarthy, Sara  
Sent: Tuesday, November 08, 2016 3:33 PM  
To: Schmelzer, Isabelle; Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kirsten; Doucet, Christine; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard; Saunders, Paul; Barney, Wayne  
Cc: Blake, John  
Subject: RE: Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan  

Hi Everyone,

Attached is an updated version of the BCMP. Agreeing on and implementing the schedule/goals of these field based activities well in advance will be vital to cost reduction and staff efficiency over the upcoming years, while maximizing the information we can gather on these caribou.

John B had asked that everyone review the document and answer the questions below by October 7th. I have received answers from Wayne (many of his comments included in the updated draft).

Please spend some time thinking about these questions and get back to me as soon as possible.

Sara McCarthy  
Ecosystem Management Ecologist  
Wildlife Division  
Environment and Climate Change  
P.O. Box 3014 stn “C”, 15 Cherrywood Drive  
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL A0P 1C0  
(709) 896 – 7932

From: McCarthy, Sara  
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2016 3:02 PM  
To: Schmelzer, Isabelle; Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kirsten; Doucet, Christine; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard; Saunders, Paul  
Cc: Blake, John  
Subject: RE: Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan  

Reminder of the below email. Please send responses to discussion points and draft by the end of the week.

Thanks!

Sara McCarthy  
Ecosystem Management Ecologist
From: McCarthy, Sara  
Sent: Wednesday, September 21, 2016 12:09 PM  
To: Schmelzer, Isabelle; Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kirsten; Doucet, Christine; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard; Saunders, Paul  
Cc: Blake, John  
Subject: RE: Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan

Hello All,

The revised draft of the Labrador Caribou Monitoring Plan is ready for further discussion. Please review the attached draft, with particular attention paid to Section 5: the field monitoring plan and implementation schedule. On John Blake’s behalf, I’m asking you respond to the following discussion points by October 7th. A meeting will be coordinated to follow shortly after that. Thank you.

1. Will we keep 10 collars minimum alive on each of the 3 herds in order to calculate an average survival rate over 3 year periods? This would involve collaring only females, deploying 15-20 collars annually, and would serve to combine recruitment data with survival estimates to model the population size between census years. To back it up a little, how do we determine the minimum sample size for each population in the first place, and should it be based on 3 populations or 5? OR Do we want to collar less animals (including males and females), and conduct population survey estimates more often?
2. Are we logistically capable of meeting our objective decided from question 1 (helicopter time and personnel)?
3. Is there a role for fecal pellet collection in the LBCMP? What is it and does it add to or replace other proposed monitoring efforts?
4. Collar deployment scheduling – compare the power, logistics, and cost of two options presented for Table 6.
5. Schedule for classifications/population estimates. Does everyone agree with a three year rotation for each of the 3 herds and a population survey every second classification? What about the proposed implementation plan? (Table 7)

Sara McCarthy  
Ecosystem Management Ecologist  
Wildlife Division  
Environment and Climate Change  
P.O. Box 3014 stn “C”, 15 Cherrywood Drive  
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL A0P 1C0  
(709) 896 – 7932

From: McCarthy, Sara  
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2016 2:24 PM  
To: Schmelzer, Isabelle; Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kirsten; Doucet, Christine; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard  
Cc: Blake, John  
Subject: RE: Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan

Just a heads up for everyone- I received the 20 Lotek Collars for the Boreal Caribou. I’m currently programming them to record a location every 7 hours, with a VHF that turns on with the local sunrise/sundown times. This will allow for a four year deployment period. If anyone has any concerns with this schedule please let me know asap.
Sara
From: McCarthy, Sara  
Sent: Friday, February 12, 2016 3:23 PM  
To: Schmelzer, Isabelle; Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kirsten; Doucet, Christine; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard  
Cc: Blake, John  
Subject: RE: Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan

TGIF!

I've drafted a second go at the Labrador Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan. Thank you very much to Isabelle and to Paul for their constructive comments on the first round. The draft has been greatly improved, but still needs input from everyone, as this is a group exercise and will benefit from all your expertise and reflection. Not to mention, the outlined work would need to be funded and completed by our three sections. I've highlighted a few questions of particular concern. Looking forward to your feedback, and hopefully agreeing on an action plan for the next few years (especially for this winter!).

Note*** Please keep in mind that this document is not meant to cover all research or analyses conducted by the Wildlife Division in relation to Boreal caribou in Labrador. It is rather, a document to set the stage of the current scenario we are dealing with, and create a plan for implementing and coordinating the field based and expense related activities. The data and samples collected from this plan will provide the information needed to work towards our research questions and goals (which are outlined in the Recovery Document). It is also not meant to summarize historical data (which is summarized in a separate Science Update Document).

Thanks again to you all and have a great weekend,
Sara

From: McCarthy, Sara  
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2016 10:31 AM  
To: Schmelzer, Isabelle; Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kirsten; Doucet, Christine; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard  
Cc: Blake, John  
Subject: RE: Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan

Oh thank you Isabelle! I must have deleted it accidentally in my mad rush to get through my emails. Thank you for the feedback and I'll incorporate your comments ASAP
Sara

From: Schmelzer, Isabelle  
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2016 10:11 AM  
To: McCarthy, Sara; Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kirsten; Doucet, Christine; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard  
Cc: Blake, John  
Subject: RE: Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan

Hi Sara, welcome back—I sent detailed comments to you and the rest of the group on Jan 20. I've reattached and pasted the original mail below.

I'd like to start by passing on kudos to Sara for putting this together so quickly—it'll be useful document to guide our field activities over the next few years.

I've added a few comments, updated information and moved around some of the content for better 'flow'. Also, to keep the focus on the monitoring plan itself, I think it best to refer to companion documents that describe things like surveys, classifications etc (they're all in the science update for example) with the exception of a brief overview. I'll use this comment as an impetus to update that document, and combine it with the summary of all the demographic info we
compiled for the COSEWIC review so that this document can be a companion doc for the RP and this monitoring plan (and prevent the need to reiterate this info in other places, where it tends to swamp other information).

My main comment pertains to the purpose of the document—I believe it needs to be made much more clear. As is, it’s written as a ‘what do we do now that we don’t have the IEMR’ focus rather than a plan which clearly describes our monitoring commitments as a result of a number of obligations to legislation, and mitigation and our management. My suggestion is to revamp the ‘Purpose’ section to reflect our obligations under the latter 3 headings. The IEMR info can be pooled with monitoring commitments from other mitigation programs. The info on population abundance, recruitment survival and population trend were collected/ are being collected to fill our commitments under our own ESA and for SARA and wildlife management commitments. I think that once the stage has been set this way, so to speak, there can be some background info on ongoing or current mitigation, IEMR/DND as one section, NALCOR as another, and WD oversight data analysis, mapping and compilation. This can be followed by the section on the background info for Labrador caribou, and then the monitoring plan for the coming years.

I’ve attached a BN about the IEMR closure if it helps with that part of the description. I’ve also filled in information on survival and recruitment for the past 5 year interval.

I’ve also attached the MP with my comments/revisions.

Hope this helps,

IS

---

**From:** McCarthy, Sara  
**Sent:** Wednesday, February 03, 2016 10:05 AM  
**To:** Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kirsten; Doucet, Christine; Schmelzer, Isabelle; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard  
**Cc:** Blake, John  
**Subject:** RE: Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan

Hello again!  
Unfortunately I have not received any replies on the below email/draft. Has the conversation continued while I was away?

Sara

---

**From:** McCarthy, Sara  
**Sent:** Wednesday, December 23, 2015 3:36 PM  
**To:** Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kirsten; Doucet, Christine; Schmelzer, Isabelle; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard  
**Cc:** Blake, John  
**Subject:** Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan

Merry Christmas Everyone!  
You may remember that an action item at the end of our Labrador Boreal Caribou Meeting in November was that I was to draft a monitoring plan. Now that we no longer have the financial, administrative, and field crew help from IEMR, it is necessary that we outline our monitoring objectives and work together to keep this piece of work flowing.

Using the Recovery team’s draft recovery document, I’ve prepared a draft monitoring plan that is built to meet the requirements of the recovery document, while balancing the need for data with cost savings.

It’s important to remember the scope of the document while reviewing it. It is not meant to be a comprehensive document in terms of all the background, historical data, or future activities related to boreal caribou in Labrador. It is simply a document that outlines what minimum level of monitoring we want to maintain, why, how, and when. There
are no doubt many other activities that will be carried out in relation to Boreal Caribou (ex/ habitat delineations, stewardship initiatives, gene flow studies, etc.).

Some of my comments, questions, and concerns are raised in the document. Any text in red is something I need help with or expect someone to have more information to provide. Please give this a thorough review, and provide your input in track changes/comments.

I will be away Jan 11th-29th. If I receive all your comments before the 7th I will do my best to have a final version ready before I leave. Otherwise I’ll get to it in February.

Thanks in advance for your help and hope you all have a wonderful holiday,
Sara
Thanks Shelley. I’d suggest reading the Intro and Part 5 for the best approach to CH. The other sections essentially address the ‘biophysical habitat component descriptions’ that we need to include but are more peripheral to the final maps.

Thank you Isabelle,

I had a quick look and it is very obvious you put a considerable amount of time into this and we will have to work very hard to ensure this is reflected in the update to the recovery plan.

I will spend some time this weekend reading this and then thinking about how to incorporate or (highlight is probably more appropriate) this work into the recovery plan. I think we will need to talk about this further.

Great work!!!!...

Shelley

Shelley Pardy Moores
Senior Manager-Endangered Species and Biodiversity
Wildlife Division

Ph: 709 637 2018
Fax:709 637 2080

Hi all,

Most of you are aware that I was asked to develop and implement an approach to the identification of critical habitat for Boreal caribou over the past few months. To do so, I reviewed the requirements as specified under Federal and Provincial legislation, and gave considerable thought to the type of information/product which could best serve internal needs for EA review and landscape-level planning at the same time.

My intent was to produce a stand-alone document that would integrate the ‘best available knowledge’ on caribou occurrence, landscape composition and habitat selection for Boreal caribou in Labrador and use it to make evidence-based recommendations on core areas within each population range that are essential for viability and conservation of our 5 herds. We have acquired a lot of information, and I have conducted many statistical and spatial analyses, so this document also serves as a science update on the current state of knowledge. It can be used as a companion document to the Recovery Strategy, or as a planning tool/science update that contains information needed for management and of
interest to a much wider audience than for the Recovery Strategy (e.g. to companies conducting EAs, to other management agencies, many of which have released similar documents, to universities etc). The fact that it doesn’t have to be explicitly tied to a Recovery Strategy, which often becomes mired in political process, means the information will be more readily available as a planning tool. While I have included more detail than perhaps some of you would like, I am keenly aware that many of these approaches will be peer-reviewed by other experts with NGOs/aboriginal groups/companies etc. and the work needs to fully transparent.

To address the question of critical habitat identification, I’ve outlined how the document and associated outputs meet the Federal and Provincial definitions of ‘critical’ habitat in the ‘Introduction and Framework’ section. Given that our Provincial definition splits the ‘critical’ and ‘recovery’ portions of habitat while the Federal government pools them, I’ve been clear that the ‘Primary Core’ areas identified in the report are equivalent to the former while the combination of ‘Primary and Secondary Core’ areas meets the definition of latter. To be honest, since relatively small (~20%) of each range receives the most intensive use (See Part 5), it’s good to have the flexibility afforded under our Provincial legislation to protect these areas more stringently, and to distinguish them from less intensively used areas. Please note Appendix D contains the maps (which I recommend be restricted to internal use for now—A more general version is included in Part 5).

I’ve pasted the link to the report below. I’ve left the TOC and Exec Summary as these are likely to be refined as the document is revised.

If you can’t access the report on the shared drive (Sara?) shoot me a mail and I’ll send it to you.

M:\CRBK\Wildlife\Shared\Share\Research\ISABELLE\Critical Habitat Working Docs

Chris, Shelley—thanks for not pestering me for this after Sept 390 came and went...

Isabelle

Isabelle Schmelzer PhD
Senior Biologist - Terrestrial Ecologist
Research Section / Wildlife Division
Department of Environment and Climate Change
Corner Brook, Newfoundland

709-637-2051 telephone
709-637-2036 fax
Hello All,

The revised draft of the Labrador Caribou Monitoring Plan is ready for further discussion. Please review the attached draft, with particular attention paid to Section 5: the field monitoring plan and implementation schedule. On John Blake’s’ behalf, I’m asking you respond to the following discussion points by October 7th. A meeting will be coordinated to follow shortly after that. Thank you.

1. Will we keep 10 collars minimum alive on each of the 3 herds in order to calculate an average survival rate over 3 year periods? This would involve collaring only females, deploying 15-20 collars annually, and would serve to combine the recruitment data with survival estimates to model the population size between census years. OR Do we want to collar less animals (including males and females), and conduct population survey estimates more often?

2. Are we logistically capable of meeting our objective decided from question 1 (helicopter time and personnel)?

3. Is there a role for fecal pellet collection in the LBCMP? What is it and does it add to or replace other proposed monitoring efforts?

4. Collar deployment scheduling -- compare the power, logistics, and cost of two options presented for Table 6.

5. Schedule for classifications/population estimates. Does everyone agree with a three year rotation for each of the 3 herds and a population survey every second classification? What about the proposed implementation plan? (Table 7)

---

Sara McCarthy  
Ecosystem Management Ecologist  
Wildlife Division  
Environment and Climate Change  
P.O. Box 3014 stn “C”, 15 Cherrywood Drive  
Happy Valley – Goose Bay, NL A0P 1C0  
(709) 896 – 7932

---

From: McCarthy, Sara  
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2016 2:24 PM  
To: Schmelzer, Isabelle; Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kristen; Doucet, Christine; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard  
Cc: Blake, John  
Subject: RE: Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan

Just a heads up for everyone- I received the 20 Lotek Collars for the Boreal Caribou. I’m currently programming them to record a location every 7 hours, with a VHF that turns on with the local sunrise/sunset times. This will allow for a four year deployment period. If anyone has any concerns with this schedule please let me know asap.  

Sara
TGIF!

I've drafted a second go at the Labrador Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan. Thank you very much to Isabelle and to Paul for their constructive comments on the first round. The draft has been greatly improved, but still needs input from everyone, as this is a group exercise and will benefit from all your expertise and reflection. Not to mention, the outlined work would need to be funded and completed by our three sections. I've highlighted a few questions of particular concern. Looking forward to your feedback, and hopefully agreeing on an action plan for the next few years (especially for this winter!).

Note*** Please keep in mind that this document is not meant to cover all research or analyses conducted by the Wildlife Division in relation to Boreal caribou in Labrador. It is rather, a document to set the stage of the current scenario we are dealing with, and create a plan for implementing and coordinating the field based and expense related activities. The data and samples collected from this plan will provide the information needed to work towards our research questions and goals (which are outlined in the Recovery Document). It is also not meant to summarize historical data (which is summarized in a separate Science Update Document).

Thanks again to you all and have a great weekend,
Sara

---

Oh thank you Isabelle! I must have deleted it accidentally in my mad rush to get through my emails. Thank you for the feedback and I'll incorporate your comments ASAP.
Sara

---

Hi Sara, welcome back—I sent detailed comments to you and the rest of the group on Jan 20. I've reattached and pasted the original mail below.

I'd like to start by passing on kudos to Sara for putting this together so quickly—it'll be useful document to guide our field activities over the next few years.

I've added a few comments, updated information and moved around some of the content for better 'flow'. Also, to keep the focus on the monitoring plan itself, I think it best to refer to companion documents that describe things like surveys, classifications etc (they're all in the science update for example) with the exception of a brief overview. I'll use this comment as an impetus to update that document, and combine it with the summary of all the demographic info we
compiled for the COSEWIC review so that this document can be a companion doc for the RP and this monitoring plan (and prevent the need to reiterate this info in other places, where it tends to swamp other information).

My main comment pertains to the purpose of the document—I believe it needs to be made much more clear. As is, it’s written as a ‘what do we do now that we don’t have the IEMR’ focus rather than a plan which clearly describes our monitoring commitments as a result of a number of obligations to legislation, and mitigation and our management. My suggestion is to revamp the ‘Purpose’ section to reflect our obligations under the latter 3 headings. The IEMR info can be pooled with monitoring commitments from other mitigation programs. The info on population abundance, recruitment survival and population trend were collected/are being collected to fill our commitments under our own ESA and for SARA and wildlife management commitments. I think that once the stage has been set this way, so to speak, there can be some background info on ongoing or current mitigation, IEMR/DND as one section, NALCOR as another, and WD oversight data analysis, mapping and compilation. This can be followed by the section on the background info for Labrador caribou, and then the monitoring plan for the coming years.

I’ve attached a BN about the IEMR closure if it helps with that part of the description. I’ve also filled in information on survival and recruitment for the past 5 year interval.

I’ve also attached the MP with my comments/revisions.

Hope this helps,

IS

---

From: McCarthy, Sara
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2016 10:05 AM
To: Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kirsten; Doucet, Christine; Schmelzer, Isabelle; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard
Cc: Blake, John
Subject: RE: Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan

Hello again!
Unfortunately I have not received any replies on the below email/draft. Has the conversation continued while I was away?

Sara

---

From: McCarthy, Sara
Sent: Wednesday, December 23, 2015 3:36 PM
To: Pardy, Shelley; Miller, Kirsten; Doucet, Christine; Schmelzer, Isabelle; Pisapio, John; Neville, Richard
Cc: Blake, John
Subject: Action Item: Boreal Caribou Monitoring Plan

Merry Christmas Everyone!
You may remember that an action item at the end of our Labrador Boreal Caribou Meeting in November was that I was to draft a monitoring plan. Now that we no longer have the financial, administrative, and field crew help from IEMR, it is necessary that we outline our monitoring objectives and work together to keep this piece of work flowing.

Using the Recovery team’s draft recovery document, I’ve prepared a draft monitoring plan that is built to meet the requirements of the recovery document, while balancing the need for data with cost savings.

It’s important to remember the scope of the document while reviewing it. It is not meant to be a comprehensive document in terms of all the background, historical data, or future activities related to boreal caribou in Labrador. It is simply a document that outlines what minimum level of monitoring we want to maintain, why, how, and when.
are no doubt many other activities that will be carried out in relation to Boreal Caribou (ex/ habitat delineations, stewardship initiatives, gene flow studies, etc.).

Some of my comments, questions, and concerns are raised in the document. Any text in red is something I need help with or expect someone to have more information to provide. Please give this a thorough review, and provide your input in track changes/comments.

I will be away Jan 11th-29th. If I receive all your comments before the 7th I will do my best to have a final version ready before I leave. Otherwise I’ll get to it in February.

Thanks in advance for your help and hope you all have a wonderful holiday,
Sara
Hi folks,

I've put together a few slides that contain the information requested by EC. In some cases I've included redundant information as they may have a preferred approach — this gives them a little flexibility.

Isabelle
Haha..sounds like a plan, talk to you then!

Perfect—thanks for doing that. Tomorrow morning work for you? My singing voice is better in the am...9:30?

Hey Isabelle,

I've had a read over the three papers so whenever you have a chance, give me a shout and we can have a chat (or chant 😎...) about your questions.

Brettney

Great—I appreciate it. And I meant chat not chant haha

Sure, I will sit down to read the three papers you sent either today or tomorrow so I have a better idea of what's been reported already!

Brettney
Ah good point. I guess I was just hoping to put the results into context relative to what’s been reported in the studies I mentioned. Pehrpas we could chant next week?

From: Brettney Pilgrim [mailto:brettneylp@mun.ca]
Sent: Friday, May 27, 2016 11:37 AM
To: Schmelzer, Isabelle
Subject: RE: Caribou microsatellite report

Good morning Isabelle,

I can get this information together for you for sure. In order to calculate isolation by distance, I need some information from you, i.e. a matrix with the distance between the herds in kilometres. Like I mentioned in the report, with so few individuals, I’m not sure if we’ll get any level of statistical significance, or can draw any strong conclusions from this information, but I can definitely take a look for you!

Brettney

From: Schmelzer, Isabelle [mailto:isabelleschmelzer@gov.nl.ca]
Sent: May-26-16 3:44 PM
To: 'Brettney Pilgrim'
Subject: RE: Caribou microsatellite report

Many thanks for this Brettney. I’ve read it over and have embedded a few quick comments in the document, mostly for my own clarification.

I wonder if you would be able to clarify the statement ‘genetically homogenous’ for me a little—could you elaborate a little on how these results ($F_{ST}$) compare to Courtois et al, Boulet et al and the and the Yannic studies which have also assessed Boreal caribou genetic diversity in Labrador? What were the mean number of alleles? (Just asking because a table in Serge Couturiers thesis, on which the Boulet et $ms$ is based, reports on this—I’ve pasted a screenshot below). What immigration rates would be required to sustain the level of gene flow observed? Were different allelic frequencies observed at different loci in any of the populations? Is there any evidence of isolation by distance?

Forgive me if you’ve answered these questions, or if they are too rudimentary—as I said this is new to me, and the only way I can interpret the results is by comparing it to how it’s reported in other papers.

Many thanks for your help!

Isabelle
Table 2.2. Number of alleles observed at each locus (A), allelic richness standardized for the smallest sample size with complete scoring (n = 11, AR₁₁), observed heterozygosity (Ho), expected heterozygosity (He), and mean number of alleles / loci (A_mean) found in the caribou herds of northern Québec and Labrador (LACJ = Lac Joseph, MEAI = Mealy Mountains, REDW = Red Wine Mountains, JAME = Jamésie, TORN = Torngat, LEAF = Rivière-aux-Feuilles, and GEFOR = Rivière-George). N refers to sample sizes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LACJ (n = 36)</th>
<th>MEAI (n = 12)</th>
<th>REDW (n = 20)</th>
<th>JAME (n = 27)</th>
<th>TORN (n = 24)</th>
<th>LEAF (n = 114)</th>
<th>GEFOR (n = 98)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RT1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR₁₁</td>
<td>7.153</td>
<td>6.826</td>
<td>5.266</td>
<td>7.069</td>
<td>6.821</td>
<td>7.344</td>
<td>7.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.804</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5.652</td>
<td>5.826</td>
<td>6.062</td>
<td>7.197</td>
<td>7.479</td>
<td>7.782</td>
<td>6.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR₁₁</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR₁₁</td>
<td>4.606</td>
<td>3.917</td>
<td>3.737</td>
<td>4.553</td>
<td>7.298</td>
<td>5.818</td>
<td>5.155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From: [email redacted]@mun.ca
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2016 3:21 PM
To: Schmeizer, Isabelle
Subject: Caribou microsatellite report

Hey Isabelle,

I've finished up your report on the caribou blood samples and it's attached. You can find all of the tables in the excel file. If there is anything I missed, or any other information you'd like to get out of these specific samples, please let me know. As I mention a few times in the report, the main point was to get the lab protocols developed and in place, all the other results are preliminary and we can't draw any strong conclusions due to small sample size, but it's always interesting to take a look-see anyway. Let me know if you have any questions at all!

Brettney

--

Brettney Pilgrim, M.Sc.
Research Laboratory Coordinator I | CREAT | Genomics

Room ER3002 | Alexander Murray Building
Memorial University of Newfoundland | St. John's, NL | A1B 3X5
(709) 864-3278 | brettneylp@mun.ca

"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this
information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender.”

“This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender.”
Thanks, I really appreciate you keeping me in the loop. I’m so out of the loop it’s not even funny. Really helps to know what others are doing. If you saw any presentations/posters about adaptive management of caribou herds in terms of hunting quotas/allocation and protected areas at the recent conference please point me in that direction too!

FYI

I really enjoyed the presentation you gave at the Ungava colloquium a few weeks ago. Interesting project and very nicely laid out. I’ve contacted you regarding one of the methods you used to define core areas (Aire de l’utilisation intensive) in your presentation. As I understand it, you constructed 95% Brownian Bridge use distribution for each animal for the period June to September—have I got that right? Or did you use one BB per animal/seasons combination for each year of monitoring? Secondly, how did you define the region enclosed within the hard black boundary as the ‘core’ area? The number of overlapping ranges is different in the pre 2000 range as for the post 2001 range, so I’m assuming it wasn’t the number of overlapping ranges that was used as a threshold in this case.
The reason I am curious is that I too have been thinking about different ways to define core areas, but for Boreal caribou. I’m not a big fan of just using the 50% kernel as has been frequently used elsewhere. I’ve also counted overlapping ranges as a way to define them (below), though in this case it’s a ‘lifetime range’ (pooled all locations all years) for caribou monitored for a minimum of 4 consecutive years in a row (the minimum monitoring period required in our case to capture 80% of areas used in a lifetime) to create a ‘heatmap’ for RWM caribou range (below).

I’d like to be able to define it with a ‘hard’ boundary, as you have—that’s why I’m curious. I’m thinking about overlapping the 98% MCP of individual caribou ranges (pooling seasons) but am uncertain whether I should collapse all years or use each monitoring year as a replicate. I’m also not sure how to demarcate a boundary as you’ve done above. I’ll likely repeat the analysis for calving and wintering areas. I’ll be comparing the results to ‘typical’ use distributions created using telemetry data for each season.

Thank you in advance for any insights you can provide!

Regards,

Isabelle

Isabelle Schmelzer PhD
Senior Biologist - Terrestrial Ecologist
Research Section / Wildlife Division
Department of Environment and Conservation
Corner Brook, Newfoundland

709-637-2051 telephone
709-637-2036 fax
We're not developing range plans for the federal government. We are, or should be, working to complete our provincial recovery plan -- an exercise that has been publicly committed to since 2010. If, in doing so, we comply with federal guidelines, fine. From my perspective, we should work as hard to comply with the federal recovery strategy as the federal government has in helping us protect boreal populations from the real threat.

Thanks I just saw that—I must say I don’t agree with what’s written—we’ve undertaken several steps similar to what other jurisdictions are doing.

NL is included in the table

Did we provide an update?

Section 40(1)
CC: 'Stephen Virc'; 'Dave Hervieux'

Subject: Boreal/Woodland Caribou Range Planning Jurisdictional Summary

CWDC:

You will recall that one of the Action Items that flowed from the National Boreal Caribou Technical Committee report at the Winnipeg CWDC meeting in October was the following:

NBCTC
  o Prepare, in collaboration with the NBCTC co-chairs, a provincial-territorial summary of the current status of range planning activity, and share with CWDC

Chloe Stuart of ON took the lead in compiling the jurisdictional comments, and sought input from the NBCTC Co-Chairs (Virc and Hervieux). The attached document, current as of the end of 2015, includes the jurisdictional comments for your reading pleasure.

Have a good one.

[Attachment: Section 40(1)]
Anthropogenic footprint within Boreal caribou ranges, Labrador
Federal Criteria for Disturbance Management

- 60% probability of stable or increasing growth associated with 35% disturbance threshold

Figure E-1. Disturbance management thresholds: The probability of observing stable or positive growth ($\lambda \geq$ stable) of boreal caribou local populations over a 20-year period at varying levels of total range disturbance (fires $\leq$ 40 years + anthropogenic disturbances buffered by 500 m). Certainty of outcome, ecological risk, and management scenarios are illustrated along a continuum of conditions.
A word of caution
Components of the Anthropogenic Footprint

Fire
- Burns 40 y or less
- Burns 50 or less
- Burns 60 yrs or less

Human-modified
- Linear
  - All roads
  - Transmission lines
  - Railroads
  - Maintained trails
- Polygonal
  - Cutovers
- Point
  - All cabins
  - Quarries
  - Dams
Calculating a footprint

- Federal guidelines set range-specific targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>km²</th>
<th>Disturbed areas (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area MCP</td>
<td>Fire40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LJ</td>
<td>66074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWM</td>
<td>42536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>42090</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All overlapping (e.g. burn within a buffer of a road) are dissolved.
• Differential impact depending on location within range
• Regional information vital to assessment at this level
• 3 scales:
  - MCP
  - AO
  - Calving AO with use intensity
4 scales:
- MCP
- AO
- Calving kernel
- Calving AO with use intensity by animal

Probability of cells being used by multiple animals is extremely low = strong selection
Aggregation and relative importance of calving areas in the range
To ensure conservation of unoccupied habitats

- RSF modelling
- Explicit comparisons of global models and combinations of variables likely to be important
- e.g. habitat plus natural disturbance
- Apply and map outcome
Summary

- Disturbance footprint can (and should) be calculated under a variety of scenarios
  - Consider older fires, larger buffers
  - Tolerance to disturbance may vary by population

- Analyses of use data at several scales, and integration of this information is vital to identification of important areas

- Should be moving toward predictive models such as RSF in terms of range planning

- Need current, georeferenced disturbance information and baseline environmental data in order to track cumulative disturbances within ranges.
A Compilation and Description of Landscape and Environmental Features of the Redwine Mountain Caribou Herd Range in Central Labrador

Isabelle Schmelzer
Study Objectives

• Compile existing environmental and land use information
• Determine the scale and coverage of available information
• Document data sources, resolution, coverage and metadata.
• Group vegetation and landcover classes from remotely sensed images into variables meaningful to caribou
Limitations of Existing Data

- No forest age for EOSD, the most spatially comprehensive data source
- Class divisions occur at different locations for forested areas
- Ground cover information is included only for forests not of commercial value
- Long-term effects of burns on landscape not known for Labrador
Field Validation

- Undertook site validation at 63 stations
- Each site was photographed, and observers completed questionnaire for R and L.
- Stations at least 10 km apart
- Noted dominant vegetation, canopy closure, height and ground cover
Validation Results

- Tree density/cc data is good, even on slopes
- Neither EOSD nor Drieman report understory lichen in forested environments
- Forests with crown closure > 75% contained little or no lichen
- Wetlands are more prevalent than either data source might suggest
- In Labrador, the EOSD ‘Bryoids’ class was most often associated with lichen rather than other bryoids
Determining Habitat Classes

- EOSD classes must be pooled into groups that reflect underlying ecosystems and caribou biology.

- The contingency table and field validation results can be used to inform decision regarding combinations of data sources.
Dense coniferous forest
Open coniferous forest - lichen understory
with Dominion Lake winter locations

Legend
- Driedman 30
- Drieman 10
- open conifer_lichen understory
- sparse conifer
- Water
- Rock
- Exposed land
- Bryoid/lichen
- RWM winter since 2000
Final Habitat Classes

• Dense Coniferous Forest
• Open Coniferous Forest-lichen understory
• Open Coniferous Forest-other understory
• Sparse Coniferous Forest
• Mixed Wood/Broadleaf
• Wetlands (treed bogs, open bog, string bog)
• Lichen Barrens (at least one third of ground cover is lichen)
• Lichen Scrub
• Shrub-other substrate
Variables Determined for Use and Random Locations

Aspect none (flat)
Aspect North (>315 to 4)
Aspect East (> 45 to 13)
Aspect South (> 135 to 225)
Aspect West (>225 to 315)
Elevation m
Terrain ruggedness index

Water
Snow (Mean depth per month)
Burns <= 40 yo
Burns > 40 yo
Burn large (> 1000 ha)
Burn small (<= 1000 ha)
Distance to large burn?
Variables--continued

- Mean monthly precipitation from Worldclim data
- Harvest 0-60 yo0/1
- Forest age 0-600/1
- Forest age 60-120 0/1
- Forest age > 120 0/1
- Linear-area (Total area of linear features buffered by 250m each side)
- Linear-length (total length of linear features per cell)
- Distance to nearest road (no buffer) km 25 m km
- Distance to nearest lake km 25 m km
- Distance to nearest moose location km 25 m km
- GDD value
- Minimum annual; fPAR
- Cumulative annual fPAR
- Habitat classes
Spatial scales for sampling use and random locations

- 25 m
- 200 m
- 375 m
- 1100 m
- 1800 m
- 3750 m
- 9775 m

Scales relate to characteristics of patterns in movement for the RWM
The Caribou Dataset

- Use’ locations defined by ARGOS class 3 and GPS data 1982-2009
- ‘Random’ locations generated at a scale of one per 2 X 2 km cell, within the MCP of all data used, buffered by the 95th percentile of travel distance over 8 hrs, for a total of 25 000 locations.
Distribution of RWM caribou during late winter

- Two classes account for 40% (GPS) and 32% (ARGOS) of use during winter.
- These classes comprise only 16% of the range, and in some cases are also used by migratory caribou.
Does late winter use differ for caribou in more forested ranges?

- Use occurs in sparse coniferous and lichen dominated areas within forest
- Caribou select similar areas for wintering
Characterization of lichen biomass in RWM winter range

- The objective was to evaluate and characterize lichen biomass across different winter habitat types.
- Characterize the affect of grazing by GRCH.
Labrador Caribou
Ecotypes

- Three caribou ecotypes:
  - Montane caribou
  - Migratory caribou
  - Boreal caribou
    - Mealy Mountains (Joir River)
    - Red Wine Mountains (Dominion Lake)
    - Lac Joseph
Boreal Caribou-Life History

- Live year-round in the forest
- Spread out during calving using open water as escape habitat
- Travel short distances (< 100 km) between calving and wintering areas
- Occur at low densities (3 caribou per 100 km²)
- Are mostly solitary
Annual Life Cycle for Boreal Caribou: Caribou ‘Seasons’

- There are numerous ‘seasons’ for caribou such as calving, breeding, and moving between preferred summer and winter habitats.
Labrador Caribou
Ecotypes

- Mealy Mountains
- Joir River (St. Augustin)
- Red Wine Mountain
- Dominion Lake
- Lac Joseph
Populations are connected

- Subpopulations interact by relatively limited exchange of individuals
- Genes are shared (some genetic similarity between populations)
- Most females show fidelity to a particular range
Mealy Mountain caribou herd 2002-2012

- First estimated at 2600 caribou in 1968
- Declined at 20%/yr to 400 animals in 1977
- Following a closure on hunting the herd increased to 1900 in 1987.

2012 population estimate: 1604
Joir River

- Estimated at 150 animals in 1960, called the ‘St. Augustine’ herd by Bergerud.
- Telemetry program initiated in 2002, after 27 caribou seen in the area in 2001. Populaitons was at least 110.
- Following an extensive survey in 2012, only 69 animals counted.
- Close to 100 caribou have been hunted in this population since 2008, causing a severe decline.
Redwine Mountain Population

- In the 1980s, herd size was stable at ~700 caribou
- 1989 - 1997 the population declined to 129 caribou
- Continued a gradual decline for 13 more years to 97.
- < 20 in 2015
- For 10 years, migratory caribou wintered with RWM caribou
Lac Joseph Population

- Population declined from 2000 to only 445 in 1986
- Following hunting closure population recovered to ~2000 in 2001
- Survey in 2009 indicates decline underway
- Survival rates since 2009 indicate the decline continues

Survey planned for March 2017
## Boreal Caribou Population Trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Estimate (Range)</th>
<th>Year Surveyed</th>
<th>Trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red Wine Mountain</td>
<td>20* min count</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Decline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominion Lake</td>
<td>120* min count</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Increase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lac Joseph</td>
<td>1284 (922-1642)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Decline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mealy Mountain</td>
<td>1604 (1409-2171)</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Decline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joir River</td>
<td>69* min count</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Decline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Survival and Mortality

- 336 animals captured and collared over 20 years
- Location data from collars used to monitor the caribou’s status
- Survival rates determined for monthly intervals
- Possible mortality sites visited to determine the cause of death
## Causes of Mortality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>MM% (n)</th>
<th>LJ % (n)</th>
<th>RWM% (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wolf</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.58 (14)</td>
<td>0.56 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.08 (2)</td>
<td>0.28 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunting</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.29 (7)</td>
<td>0.11 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.04 (1)</td>
<td>0.04 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total n</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>(18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Not enough information for MM.
Caribou and Climate

- Weather affects many aspects of life for caribou
  - Movement and dispersal
  - Access to forage
  - Vulnerability to predation
  - Insect harassment

A study has investigated the role of changes in climate on survival of Boreal caribou in Labrador
Climate and Survival

Caribou Survival for MM, Joir and RWM caribou improved in snowy winters
Snowfall Enhances Survival?

Hard for caribou to crater

But tougher for wolves to hunt?
Climate and Survival: Freezing Rain

Caribou survival decreased with freezing rain during the fall.
Sedentary Caribou Conservation Framework

Populations of all sedentary caribou are protected under Provincial and Federal Species at Risk Legislation

- NL *Endangered Species Act*: Threatened (2002);
- *Species at Risk Act*: Threatened (2003);
- Labrador Woodland Caribou Recovery Team (est. 2001) released first recovery document for Boreal Caribou in Canada (July 2004);
- National Recovery Strategy released in 2012

Sedentary Caribou Recovery Objectives

**Goal:** viable, self-sustaining wild populations distributed throughout their available current and historical ranges for each caribou herd

**Actions:**
- Determine demographics for each herd
- Identify and protect critical and recovery habitat
- Foster stewardship
- Clarify, assess, and prioritize existing threats
Sedentary Caribou
Recovery Efforts

- Provincial recovery efforts are focused in four main areas:
  - Recovery Planning
  - Stewardship and Education
  - Distribution, Range Use, Habitat requirements
  - Population Surveys, calf recruitment, trends.
Threats
The Importance of Baseline Information

Integrating all sources of information is important to understand current conditions and cumulative impacts.
What Affects Caribou?
Threats
Types of Impacts

**Direct**
- Habitat loss
- Habitat fragmentation
- Loss of connectivity
- Direct mortality associated with blasting, vehicle collisions etc

**Indirect**
- Avoidance – ‘zone of influence’
- Disturbance/energetic costs
- ‘Virtual’ barriers
- Increased densities of alternate prey which attract predators
- Energetic costs
The Effect of Hunting Mortality

100 caribou

- 15 Calves
- 14 yearlings
- 71 Adult Caribou

43 Females
- 37 Females give birth
- 6 Females don’t breed

28 Males

Assuming 60% female, 40% male

Assuming 85% breed in a given year

37 Calves Born

10% of adults (6) die of natural causes

6 new animals added to the population

31 Calves die before Age 1

6 Calves Survive to Age 1

Assuming 15% of calves survive
Distribution

- Woodland caribou (Boreal population) are distributed throughout Labrador.

- Densities range from 0.03 to 0.05 caribou/km² in core ranges

- Caribou also occur at very low densities (< 0.005) outside these ranges in southern Labrador (e.g. Joir subpopulation)
Research and recovery efforts for woodland caribou are long-standing for the Province of NL and will continue into the future.

- Recovery planning
- Demographics
- Distribution and range use, habitat requirements
- Predator-prey relationships
- Stewardship and education
## Summary of Population Trends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Trend (# yrs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mealy Mountain (2005)</td>
<td>2106 ±1341</td>
<td>Stable (20 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Wine (2001)</td>
<td>97 (72 - 189)</td>
<td>Decline (87%; 20 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lac Joseph (2009)</td>
<td>1285 ± 360</td>
<td>Decline (52%; 9 yrs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joir River (2009)</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>Decline (35% lost in one hunt 2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recovery Efforts

- Provincial recovery efforts are focused in four main areas:
  - Recovery Planning
  - Stewardship and Education
  - Critical Habitat/ Land use Planning
  - Research and Management
Current Research

- Mapping lichen within caribou habitat
- Quantifying lichen biomass and snow conditions on the winter range
- Integrating field data and satellite imagery for an assessment and derivation of caribou habitat
- Study of wolf-moose-caribou interactions and wolf kill rates
- Trans Labrador Highway Phase 3 impact assessment
- Survival rates and demography
Determining Survival and Mortality

- 121 animals captured over 20 years, and fitted with radio-collars, which are used to determine survival rates

- Possible mortality sites visited to determine the cause of death
## Causes of Mortality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>LJ % (n)</th>
<th>RWM% (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wolf</td>
<td>0.58 (14)</td>
<td>0.56 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear</td>
<td>0.08 (2)</td>
<td>0.28 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunting</td>
<td>0.29 (7)</td>
<td>0.11 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.04 (1)</td>
<td>0.04 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total n</td>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>(18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Most caribou are killed by wolves. Other important causes of death are hunting and bear predation. Some caribou die from injuries, old age and disease.
Temporal Variation in Survival

Lac Joseph

- 1984-87 (St. Martin): 0.95 19.5
- 1998-2009: 0.84 5.7

Red Wine Mountain

- 1981-88 (Veitch): 0.80 4.5
- 1993-97 (Schaefer): 0.70 2.8
- 1998-2009: 0.78 4.0

- Both populations have experienced significant fluctuations in survival since the 1980s.
- Variation in survival rates has increased
Critical Habitat

- Extensive effort has gone into identifying high-value habitats.
- The objective is to relate caribou habitat use to preferred seasonal conditions and map these throughout the range.
- We have created a basemap using satellite images with habitat classes relevant to caribou (e.g. lichen rich areas for winter, wetlands for calving)
Approach

- Compile existing environmental and land use information
- LANDSAT data must be pooled into groups that reflect underlying ecosystems and caribou biology
- Supervised classification of LANDSAT images and supplementary data
Previous Research...

- Tree density/cc data is good, even on slopes
- Neither EOSD nor Drieman report understory lichen in forested environments
- Forests with crown closure > 75% contained little or no lichen
- Wetlands are more prevalent than either data source might suggest
- In Labrador, the EOSD ‘Bryoids’ class was most often associated with lichen rather than other bryoids
Ecological Communities

- Dense coniferous
- Forest -no lichen understory
- Forest -lichen understory
- Burn ( < 40 or > 40 years old)
- Lichen Woodland
- Lichen-shrub Woodland
- Alpine (lichen-shrub tundra and rock-lichen tundra)
- Wetland
- Shrub
- Water
Field Examples:

- Lichen-shrub Woodland
- Dense Coniferous Forest
- Lichen Woodland
- Forest-no lichen
- Alpine
- Forest with Lichen
Supervised Classification

LANDSAT Image

CLASSIFIED IMAGE
Some More Examples

Newfoundland Labrador
Ecological Communities

EOSD

Classification
Burns

- Burns originally mapped as polygons
- These included several habitat types
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Habitat</th>
<th>LJ</th>
<th>RWM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dense Coniferous Forest</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest-no lichen</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>0.411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest-with lichen</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burn</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lichen Woodland</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lichen-shrub Woodland</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpine</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetland</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrub</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Caribou Dataset

- Use’ locations defined by ARGOS class 3 and GPS data 1982-2010
- ‘Random’ locations generated at 3 different scales: Range, HR, and buffered movements.
Spatial scales for sampling use and random locations

Range level
- Used and Random (1 per 2 km²)

Home Range
- ‘Used’ seasonal location paired with random location from within animal HR

Fine Scale Movement
- Each ‘use’ location is paired with 5 random locations within a movement buffer

Scales relate to characteristics of patterns in movement for the RWM
Winter Ranges

- Caribou spend almost 5 months a year on winter ranges
- They must cope with deep snow and extreme cold

- Select lichen rich areas, reduce energetic expenditure; Employ adaptive behaviours to forage.
- Only 12% of LJ and 8% of RWM ranges composed of ideal winter habitats
Characterization of lichen biomass in RWM winter range

- Quantify lichen biomass across different habitat types
- Determine high quality winter habitats based on height, coverage and biomass of reindeer lichens
- Couple with information on the snow depth and snowpack.
Range Planning

Federal guidance and update on Provincial planning
Integrated Risk Assessment (EC)

Figure 3. Integrated risk assessment for boreal caribou ranges in Canada, reflecting the capacity of each range to maintain a self-sustaining local population of boreal caribou.
Population Objectives (EC)

- In ranges with 65% or more undisturbed habitat, critical habitat is at least 65% undisturbed habitat in a range.
- The habitat that is included in the 65% undisturbed habitat will change over time given the dynamic nature of the boreal forest.

Figure 4. Population and distribution objectives for boreal caribou in Canada.

Entire Range set out as critical habitat
Maintain at least 65% Undisturbed Habitat
Federal Guidelines

Boreal Caribou Recovery Strategy

• The boreal caribou recovery strategy identifies critical habitat for all ranges, except for SK’s Boreal Shield range

• Recovery strategy calls for development of range plans by the responsible jurisdictions within 3-5 years (i.e. by Oct. 2017)

• Environment Canada (EC) has developed a draft guidance document to assist jurisdictions in the development of range plans
  – No single prescriptive approach to developing a range plan
  – Jurisdictions may select approaches they consider most appropriate

• The National Boreal Caribou Technical Committee provided input on the draft guidance in Fall 2013
On non-Federal lands...

Purpose of Range Plans

- Given the dynamic nature of caribou CH over time and space within a defined boundary (a range), the Range Plan outlines
  - the province's/territory's strategy – and tools – to manage the range to maintain (or re-attain, for degraded ranges) a dynamic minimum of 65% undisturbed habitat; and
  - over what intended time frame.

- The Range Plan is designed to be a key input which the Minister will use to form an opinion on whether the "laws of the province or territory" effectively protect critical habitat within each boreal caribou range.
  - In essence, the Range Plan is a standardized mechanism through which the Minister meets the SARA requirement of "after consultation with the appropriate provincial/territorial minister", given that there are 51 Ranges distributed over 8 P/T jurisdictions

- The Range Plans will also be very useful for Action Planning, reporting, and for informing decisions related to environmental assessments, issuance of permits, etc.
B. Habitat Section

- Identify important areas for boreal caribou based on patterns of habitat use and location of biophysical attributes: Well underway.
- Describe how the jurisdiction will manage the interaction between human disturbance, natural disturbance, and the need to maintain or re-attain a dynamic minimum of 65% of the range as undisturbed habitat.
- Identify the projected location over time and space of the 65% undisturbed habitat, including areas targeted for restoration/natural regeneration: Mapped result.
- Outline the jurisdiction’s mechanisms which will support their plan to protect critical habitat, including the steps being taken by jurisdiction to put protection in place where it does not currently exist: Policy.
Habitat is assumed to be dynamic
Identify important areas based on patterns of use and location of biophysical attributes

It is assumed that the disturbance footprint is dynamic (e.g. 65% intactness over time, with no given time less than this total)

Requires the ability to MODEL changers in habitat potential over time

Must outline approach for monitoring disturbance (geospatial) Habitat suitability should be mapped in a way that allows for changes stemming from new disturbances to be evaluated and summarized (RSFs)
Workflow
Characterizing Range Condition

1. Caribou occurrence
2. Natural and Anthropogenic Disturbance footprint
3. Habitat and Land cover
4. Resource Selection
5. Habitat Potential Modelling
1. Caribou Occurrence

- Assess occurrence by several different criteria
  - 90% kernels
  - Seasonal and annual ranges
  - Hotspots
  - MCPs, grids
  - Core use areas: should be assessed against seasonally preferred habitats
Occurrence: kernels/grids

Seasonal kernels

- Winter (EL, LW) and Calving/post-clalving kernels have been mapped for all populations
- AO grid
- Core Area
- Survey data
- Winter grid
• 3 scales:
  - MCP
  - AO
  - Calving AO with use intensity
2. Disturbance Footprint

• Conditions set by EC:
  - 500m buffer all Anthropogenic features
  - Fires <=40

• Overlapping buffers dissolved

• Recalculate Provincial Footprint using current, regionally-specific data
Federal Criteria for Disturbance Management

- 60% probability of stable or increasing growth associated with 35% disturbance threshold

But...this threshold is associated with a 40% likelihood that the population is NOT self-sustaining.
Components of the Disturbance Footprint

Fire
- Burns 40 y or less
- Burns 50 or less
- Burns 60 yrs or less

Human-modified
- Linear
  - All roads
  - Transmission lines
  - Railroads
  - Maintained trails
- Polygonal
  - Cutovers
- Point
  - All cabins
  - Quarries
  - Dams
Calculating a footprint

- Federal guidelines set range-specific targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>km²</th>
<th>Disturbed areas (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Total*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area MCP</td>
<td>66074</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>8.1-8.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWM</td>
<td>42536</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>11.1-12.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>42090</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.8-9.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All overlapping (e.g. burn within a buffer of a road) are dissolved.
EC Footprint vs. Local Estimates

### RWM 11.1-12.6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Range Area (ha)</th>
<th>Disturbed Habitat (%)</th>
<th>Total Undisturbed Habitat (%)</th>
<th>Amount of Critical Habitat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,838,594</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LJ 8.1-8.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Range Area (ha)</th>
<th>Disturbed Habitat (%)</th>
<th>Total Undisturbed Habitat (%)</th>
<th>Amount of Critical Habitat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5,802,491</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MM 4.8-9.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Range Area (ha)</th>
<th>Disturbed Habitat (%)</th>
<th>Total Undisturbed Habitat (%)</th>
<th>Amount of Critical Habitat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3,948,463</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Biophysical Attributes and Habitat Classification

- Biophysical attributes of each range, and each seasonal range, are described in Table H-6 of the National Recovery Strategy.
- More detail provided in NL ‘Science Update’
Mapping Boreal Caribou Habitat

Existing datasets poorly suited to address caribou habitat selection
Some More Examples
Resource Selection

Winter

Calving

Winter Habitat selection

Calving Habitat Selection

Legend:
- Forested lichen
- Forest some lichen
- Boreal/marsh ground
- Lichen Woodland
- Lichen shrub Woodland
- Alpina
- Wetland
- Water
- Shrub
- Dense Coniferous
- Anthropogenic
Burns

- Polygons are course-scale and contain georeferencing error
- Polygons include several cover types
4: Resource Selection
Assessing Use vs. Availability

[Diagrams showing data trends and selectivity measures]
Predicting Probability of Caribou Occurrence

- RSF modelling
- Explicit comparisons of global models and combinations of variables likely to be important
- E.g. distance to linear features, percent disturbed, proportion of older forests, habitat class...

These calculations are based on use data, conducted at several spatial scales, and compared to random data at each scale.
Applications of RSF models

Figure 13: Predicted response of woodland caribou to roads in northern Quebec. The relative probability of caribou occurrence, as derived from RSF modeling, increases exponentially with increasing distance from roads. However mild, this avoidance effect is still discernible at distances beyond 2 kilometers.
Figure 12: Relationship between calf recruitment and cumulative range disturbance for three woodland caribou populations in northern Quebec. Predicted curves were obtained using logistic regression with a random intercept for each herd. Results indicate that populations have different levels of tolerance to disturbance. Given a mean sex ratio of 1.21 males to females (from 2002 & 2003 absolute density surveys) and the mean annual adult survival ($S_{\text{NDQW}} = 0.867$) observed for caribou in northern Quebec, these populations would actually need to recruit 34 calves/100 females in order to remain stable (as indicated by the dotted line).
A Tool for Strategic Planning

- Can evaluate effect of proposed developments on habitat potential
- Essential tool for range planning

Figure 14: Map of the study area depicting the relative probability of woodland caribou occurrence as determined by conditional logistic regression (darker colours indicate higher relative probabilities). The relative probability of encountering caribou decreases exponentially with increasing proximity to roads (lightest shade), the single most influential variable in the model. Expansion of the road network from south to north is clearly strongly linked with caribou range recession.
Summary

- Analyses of occupancy using several criteria

- Disturbance footprint calculated under a variety of scenarios
  - Consider older fires, larger buffers
  - Tolerance to disturbance may vary by population

- Need current, georeferenced disturbance information and baseline environmental data in order to track cumulative disturbances within ranges.

- Use of predictive models (RSF) which integrate landscape attributes and caribou data

- Use model as range planning tool